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Abstract

Formal program verification techniques are widely used to prove the functional correctness of programs according to formal specifications. However, nonfunctional properties such as time complexity are most commonly estimated manually by counting the number of elementary steps performed by the algorithm to finish execution. Since manual analysis is vulnerable to human errors, incorrect estimation of an algorithm’s runtime may occur. This thesis presents methods for using the Dafny verification tool to specify and verify worst-case time complexity boundaries such as big-$O$ as a nonfunctional properties specification of various algorithms. The approach presents with methods of calculating and exposing information about the algorithm’s time complexity as part of its specification. Therefore, the software developer would calculate the aggregated complexity of a complex algorithm, which consists of several algorithms and adds it to its specification. If a change in any of the components is made, the component’s postcondition specification must be changed as well, and the old definitions would not verify the complex algorithm time complexity. This approach is compatible with the complex structure of modern architecture. It will maintain the modularity of every complex algorithm, handling each of the algorithms that compose it separately and support frequent changes (such as refactoring), therefore preserving the program’s complexity integrity. This approach can also be used for academic purposes, as an innovative methodology for teaching algorithms and complexity: this methodology supports the verification of both the algorithm’s correctness and its time complexity. In this thesis, we define big-$O$ for linear, logarithmic, quadratic, and exponential notations, and present implementations of each notation verified algorithm, functionally, and the specified time complexity.
תכשיר

(Software Formal Verification) נ consegוות לארומת הוכחת תוכנה בדיקה אופטימית ובל תכונות למים,تورנור דיבור בולא בר אופטי פורמל. על العام, הוכחת אל פיקצינלוות כנשה.

כדי טかる את שחברות לברק באומן יודי על ידי סבירת מפרס התודעה האולמותיש שברוע של די

אלאגרום. בנקתי יודי של מום הצעה שNonNullית אנוש, ושוי פוך מתבצוע הערכה שגויו של דמון

הארית. זה והרצאה שטוח Như עימה יאמות התוכנה,档ש מ

שנה כי איפיון באחד,odyיה, אמש מעמש התוכנה קונט

מכילה שילוט לחיות וקטנה סיבוכיותählen של האלאגרום, אוופו תשיר החום של האלאגרום

כתלמקה אפשרו שילו. פסיר, ינה לחשף את התלמה המנובע את אלגוריםם המ펙ו ממכה.

נתל-אלגוריתמים על בוס התשובה התניה "המשמה מבלית, צורר וראות.dığı מנשה שימי באחד

נתל-אלגוריתמים, התשובה התניה על סיבוכיותزنגל של במשתך עשויה לזרז שימו, צו ארתר

היא לא תואמת "ע".Donate ירה את התמצית את המבוך ואריסרטס לע

שקורונה המודולר "{ooke ריאלי-ש ריאלי-וג בותמכת בשנייה תכופ (כן), צו של שיל.

(Refactoring) יסירה לש לש שרסימים המופנה באתה מח꺼 התוכנה תנתגלה 미. גישה זו כליה ליגש במעורר

אוקדנט, ושתוזגינה ח שלנו纹理יאטרז אלגוריתמים ויבוכיות: מתודלוגיה זו תומכת באומט במערכות אלגוריתמים ואמרכם להזמנה של "O"

עבורה מתלקות סיבוכיות לייזרו, לזרזית, ומישהי את אוגוסטיאאיצים, והחיזוק מימוים 미래ופים

של אלגוריתמים של מחלקה, זו מבנה פיקצינלוות וזו מחקרת סיבוכיות הזמנה שיאפייה.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software is an integral part of every aspect of modern society, directly impacting human life, requiring a low defect rate. For safety-critical software, traditional quality assurance may not suffice in minimizing software defects. When traditional software quality assurance is not enough for defect removal, software engineering formal methods may help minimize defects. A formal method such as program verification is useful for proving correctness in real-time software.

The goal of program verification is to assure that software fully satisfies all the expected requirements. Requirements may include both functional and nonfunctional specifications. Formal verification of a program is the process of checking whether a design satisfies some requirements (properties), i.e., proving the correctness of a program with respect to its formal specification. In formal verification, we seek to examine the correctness in the program implementation’s operation by mathematical proof. Dafny is a verification tool that is used to verify functional properties. This research demonstrates the time complexity verification methods for standard classes of complexity using Dafny.

1.1 The Problem Description

Since modern software development has embraced modular design [MW05], introducing us with software design styles as serverless architecture, micro-services and the concept of FaaS (Function as a Service), software applications are easier to understand, develop, test, and refactor [Che18]. Software modularity enables flexibility for small teams to develop, deploy, and scale their respective services quickly and independently. In modular
software products, software components can be combined to meet the varied purposes of a product. Each software component’s functionality is presented with documentation, and interaction with each other is made through computing interfaces such as APIs. While the documentation attached to these APIs declares and specifies each component’s functional capabilities and how to interact with it, nonfunctional properties specifications such as time complexity are not accessible or known to the developers. As software evolves, new components may be used, which might cause time complexity not to be maintained. Those changes can cause unauthorized changes in resource usage and performance issues, which their source would be hard to track. Software performance and data load tests attempt to detect run-time and excessive resource usage issues, yet only after each module is up and running. Detecting design flaws that influence cost and performance in the early stages of development is cheaper than making changes within a final product, thus the need for a methodology to support this kind of detection.

1.2 Contribution

The methodology of defining and proving the correctness of the time complexity with Dafny arms the user with a deeper understanding of an algorithm’s time complexity and the big-$\mathcal{O}$ notation. These qualities can assist in implementing efficient programs. This methodology can also be used for academic causes by presenting to computer science students how to design and implement verified programs based on a functional and time complexity assessment. It is also practical since it generates fully verified code. Moreover, the algorithm’s declaration also includes the time-complexity specification; hence it is guaranteed that the implementation also fulfills the runtime requirements.

1.3 Thesis Overview

This chapter presents a high-level explanation of program verification and time complexity specification. Furthermore, it describes the problem statement and thesis contribution according to the research motivation and goals. Chapter 2 provides the necessary background on program verification with Dafny, including a running example for functional
specification and several algorithms’ verification. These algorithms are used as running examples for the thesis methodology implementation.

In Chapter 3 we display the definition, declaration, specification, and mathematical implementation with Dafny of the $\text{big-O}$ notations for several complexity classes. It also contains a brief introduction to the $\Omega$ and $\Theta$ notations, carried on with a demonstration of complexity verification for a simple function.

The methodology of developing a verified algorithm, focused on time complexity verification using Dafny, is discussed in Chapter 4. This chapter includes a case study on the binary search algorithm and implementation of the generalized suggested methodology on several algorithms, implementation types, and complexity classes.

Then, in Chapter 5, we present the methodology for abstraction over modules of different complexity classes by related types, methods, and functions grouped and control the scope of declarations. We present the reuse of methods between algorithms and how to separate implementation from an interface. We also demonstrate the methodology for verifying other nonfunctional properties such as the powerset size in relation to the original set.

We conclude in Chapter 6 where we evaluate our work, present related work, and discuss future work.
Chapter 2

Background

This chapter introduces the background required for this thesis’s perception and includes detailed implementations of functional software verification with Dafny. Those implementations are significant as they are the foundation of our work.

2.1 Formal Program Verification

An essential aspect of any algorithm is that it is correct: it always produces the expected output for the range of inputs, and it eventually terminates. As it turns out, it is not easy to prove that an algorithm is correct. Developers often use empirical analysis to find faults in an algorithm, yet the only way to prove an algorithm’s correctness over all possible inputs is by formally reasoning about it. Formal program verification verifies that the implemented system meets design requirements (or specifications) using mathematical reasoning. The formal verification process starts with describing a specification for a program in some symbolic logic, followed by a proof (in some proof system) that the program meets the specification. If the proof system is sound, then this implies that the program meets its specification for all inputs. Formal specification and verification can help reduce bugs, aid in code maintenance, extension, and reuse. While formal specification is widespread in the industry, formal verification is most often applied in safety-critical situations (airplanes, cars, medical equipment, nuclear power plants) \cite{LSP07,BS93}. Researchers continue to develop systems to automate verification and develop programming methodologies in which proofs of correctness are produced along with programs.
2.2 Dafny

Dafny is an imperative language that supports formal specification using annotations. It builds on the Boogie intermediate language \cite{Lei08}, which uses the Z3 automated theorem prover for discharging proof obligations \cite{MB08}. By defining theorems and using pre- and postconditions, loop invariants, assertions, and other constructs, we build fully verified programs. Cases where the theorem cannot be proved automatically, may require some help from the developer. The developer may assist Dafny, usually by providing assertions or lemmas \cite{Rea20a}. Dafny is an auto-active program verifier \cite{LM10b}, which is more automated than proof assistants such as Coq \cite{Kal+19}. It provides the platform to write a verified version of an algorithm, including the implementation and verification in the same method. Quoting from Verified Calculations \cite{LP13}:

Indeed, constructing proofs within interactive proof assistants (like Coq \cite{BC04}, Isabelle/HOL \cite{Nip20}, or PVS \cite{ORS92}) has a reputation of being a demanding task. The purpose of these tools is to give the user maximum control over the proof process, which is why they favor predictability over automation. Interaction with such an assistant consists of issuing low-level commands, called tactics, that guide the prover through the maze of proof states. This mode of interaction is biased towards expert users with a good knowledge of the tool’s inner workings. In contrast, auto-active program verifiers \cite{LM10b}, like Dafny \cite{Lei10}, VCC \cite{Coh+09}, or Veri-Fast \cite{JSP10}, take a different approach to mechanism reasoning: they provide automation by default, supported by an underlying SMT solver. All the interaction with such a verifier happens at the level of the programming language, which has the advantage of being familiar to the programmer. So far, these tools have been used mostly for verifying functional correctness of programs, but their domain is gradually expanding towards general mathematical proofs.
2.3 Functional Specification and Verification Using Dafny

In this section, we present a full implementation process of functional verification of the binary search algorithm. The implementation of this case study will be used to demonstrate our methodology in the following chapter.

2.3.1 The Binary Search Algorithm

The binary search algorithm is a well-known example used in courses such as Algorithms and Data Structures to demonstrate the logarithmic time complexity search algorithm, searching a value in a sorted data structure of elements. We use a sorted sequence as that data structure where we search the key. In each iteration, the middle element of an interval is tested, and if it is not the required key, half of the sequence in which the key cannot lie is eliminated, and the search continues on the remaining half. It is repeated until either the key is found or the remaining half is empty, which means that it is not in the sequence. Since each iteration narrows the search range by half, after $k$ steps, the algorithm reduces the range by $2^k$. As soon as $2^k$ equals or exceeds $n$, the process terminates. Given that $n \leq 2^k$ is equivalent to $\log_2 n \leq k$, the process terminates after at most $\log_2 n$ steps. Figure 2.1 presents a running example of the algorithm.

It is not trivial to establish the correctness of the algorithm, because the index calculations might lead to programming errors [WS03a]. In our implementation of the algorithm, $q$ is an input sequence, $|q|$ denotes its size, where the indices range from 0 to

![Worst-case binary search (8-element array)]

Key = 9

| 1 2 5 6 7 9 11 13 |

Step 1: $9 > 7$ (choose right)

| 7 9 11 13 |

Step 2: $9 < 11$ (choose left)

| 7 9 |

Step 3: $9 = 9$ (key located)

Key located in 3 operations

$\log(8) = 3$

Figure 2.1: A running example of binary search.
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$|q| - 1$. Initially, we assign the return value $r$ the value $-1$. If the key is found, we change the value to the relevant index, which must range between 0 to $|q| - 1$; otherwise, $-1$ is returned. Hence, to specify the functional requirements of the algorithm, the following expressions must hold:

$$0 \leq r \Rightarrow (r < |q| \text{ and } q[r] = key) \quad (2.1)$$

$$r < 0 \Rightarrow \text{key} \notin q \quad (2.2)$$

### 2.3.2 Formal Verification of Binary Search

We now show a fully verified implementation of the binary search algorithm. The input sequence needs to be sorted to perform binary search:

```daffny
predicate Sorted (q: seq<int>)
{
  \forall i, j \cdot 0 \leq i \leq j < |q| \Rightarrow q[i] \leq q[j]
}
```

For verifying the functional requirement of the binary search algorithm, we need to ensure that both expressions (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied:

```daffny
predicate BinaryPosts (q: seq<int>, r: int, key: int)
{
  (0 \leq r \Rightarrow (r < |q| \wedge q[r] = key) \wedge
  (r < 0 \Rightarrow \text{key} \notin q)
}
```

Now the binary search method can be declared with its functional specification:

```daffny
method binarySearch (q: seq<int>, key: int) returns (r: int)
  requires Sorted(q)
  ensures BinaryPosts(q, r, key)
```

These properties can be used to prove the correctness of the search. Following is the body of the method:

```daffny
r := -1;
var lo, hi := 0, |q|;
while lo < hi
  invariant BinaryLoop(q, lo, hi, r, key)
  decreases hi-lo
  { var mid := (lo+hi)/2;
    assert
```
```java
if key < q[mid]
{
    hi := mid;
}
else if q[mid] < key
{
    lo := mid + 1;
}
else
{
    r := mid;
    hi := lo;
}
```

Notice, Dafny uses mathematical integers, not the bounded integers found in most popular programming languages. It means that there is no issue of overflow in Dafny \([LM10a]\) in the operation \((hi+lo)/2\), and we ensure it with the assertion:

```
assert (lo+hi)/2 = (lo+((hi-lo)/2));
```

Although, If we define:

```
newtype int32 = x | −0x8000_0000 ≤ x < 0x8000_0000
```

and now use \((a+b)/2\) we will have an exception.

A loop invariant is an expression that holds upon entering a loop and after every loop body execution. The loop invariants of the binary search algorithm are grouped into a predicate for a cleaner implementation. Note that in Dafny \(q[.lo]\) does not include \(lo\) index.

```
predicate BinaryLoop (q: seq<int>, lo: int, hi: int, r: int, key: int)
{
    (0≤lo≤hi≤|q| ∧
    (r<0 ⇒ key ∉ q[.lo] ∧ key ∉ q[hi..]) ∧
    (0≤r ⇒ r<|q| ∧ q[r]=key)
}
```

This predicate is composed of three expressions that must hold for every iteration. The first expression defines that indices' variables are within the input sequence. The second expression is concluded from the first postcondition—if \(r\) is -1, the key has not been found yet, so it does not lie in the part of the sequence that we already had eliminated. The third expression is the same as the second postcondition; if the returned value \(r\) is
non-negative, the key has been found, and r is assigned with its location. As we can see, when the loop invariant holds, the postcondition is satisfied; thus, the functional properties of the algorithm are verified.
Chapter 3

Asymptotic Notations

The traditional theoretical approach to algorithm analysis defines algorithm time complexity in counting the number of elementary operations performed by the algorithm. To express the time complexity of an algorithm, we use asymptotic notations [Wil02]. Asymptotic notations are the mathematical notations used to describe an algorithm’s runtime as a function of the input size.

Mathematical bounding for the time complexity of an algorithm is generally expressed as a function of the input size, which represents the asymptotic behavior of the complexity. There are mainly three asymptotic notations: the Ω notation, the Θ notation, and the big-O notation.

The big-O notation is a formal way describing the upper bound of an algorithm in terms of runtime Functions in Dafny define mathematical functions, i.e., pure functions without side-effects. We use functions to describe the mathematical functions, and predicates (Boolean functions) to define conditions that those functions must fulfill. This section provides the definition, declaration, and specification of the big-O notation for linear, quadratic, logarithmic, and exponential functions implementation with Dafny. These functions are implemented respectively according to the mathematical definitions for O(n), O(n²), O(log₂n), and O(2ⁿ). These definitions are elaborated further in this chapter.

In this thesis, we follow the approach, steps, and techniques of the traditional methods and creates an automated environment for specifying and verifying its products. Therefore our methodology, which is presented in Chapter 4 relies on the same method:
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counting the number of dominant steps of an algorithm’s implementation, describing the runtime as a function of the input size that upper-bounds it, and proving that it belongs to a specific big-$O$ notation. Since the thesis focused on big-$O$ notations, Theta and Omega notations are presented only briefly.

### 3.1 Definition of Big-$O$ notations

In this section we present the big-$O$ notation of standard complexity classes. The big-$O$ notation provides an upper bound for a function $f$.

#### 3.1.1 Specification of Linear Complexity Class

The function $f(n)$, belongs to $O(n)$ if:

$$\exists c > 0 \text{ and } \exists n_0 > 0 \text{ s.t. } \forall n. n \geq n_0 \Rightarrow f(n) \leq c \cdot n \quad (3.1)$$

Now we specify $O(n)$ with Dafny. The predicates and the lemma that define $O(n)$ are:

```dafny
predicate IsOn (n: nat, t : nat) {
    \exists f : nat -> nat \cdot IsLinear(f) \land t \leq f(n)
}
predicate IsLinear (f: nat -> nat) {
    \exists c : nat, n0: nat \cdot IsLinearFrom(c, n0, f)
}
predicate IsLinearFrom (c : nat, n0: nat, f : nat -> nat) {
    \forall n : nat \cdot n0 \leq n \Rightarrow f(n) \leq c \cdot n
}
lemma linear (c : nat, n0: nat, f: nat -> nat)
  requires IsLinearFrom(c, n0, f)
  ensures IsLinear(f)
{ }
```

The predicate $IsOn$ is required to prove that such a function $f$ which satisfies expression $(3.1)$ and upper-bounds the algorithm’s runtime $t$ indeed exists, where $n$ is the size of the input. It defines the postcondition we strive to establish for any linear algorithm. The predicates and the lemma define the mathematical expression of $O(n)$ as defined in expression $(3.1)$: The $IsLinearFrom$ predicate determines if for given positive
c, n₀, for every n larger than n₀, f(n) is upper-bounded by c*n (the second part of expression (3.1)). The \textit{IsLinear} predicate determines if such positive c, n₀ that satisfies \textit{IsLinearFrom} exist (the first part of expression (3.1)). The \textit{linear} lemma is provided to merge the two predicates above it to the complete definition. In this case, the developer does not need to provide further proof to deduce that if the inputs f, c, n₀ satisfy the predicate \textit{IsLinearFrom}, then f satisfies the predicate \textit{IsLinear} and hence f is linear.

### 3.1.2 Specification of Quadratic Complexity Class

The function f(n), belongs to O(n²) if:

\[ \exists c > 0 \text{ and } \exists n₀ > 0 \text{ s.t. } \forall n. n ≥ n₀ \Rightarrow f(n) ≤ c*n² \]  

(3.2)

Now we specify O(n²) with Dafny. The predicates and the lemma that define O(n²) are:

```dafny
predicate IsOn2 (n: nat , t: nat )
{ 
    \exists g: nat \rightarrow nat \cdot IsQuadratic(g) \land \forall n. g(n) ≤ t
}
predicate IsQuadraticFrom ( c : nat , n0: nat , g: nat \rightarrow nat )
{ 
    \forall n: nat \cdot 0 < n₀ ≤ n \Rightarrow g(n) ≤ c*n*n
}
predicate IsQuadratic(g: nat \rightarrow nat)
{ 
    \exists c : nat , n0: nat \cdot IsQuadraticFrom(c, n0, g)
}
lemma quadratic ( c : nat , n0: nat , g: nat \rightarrow nat )
    requires IsQuadraticFrom(c, n0, g)
    ensures IsQuadratic(g)
{ }
```

The predicate \textit{IsOn2} is required to prove that such a function f which satisfies expression (3.2) and upper-bounds the algorithm’s runtime t indeed exists, where n is the size of the input. It defines the postcondition we strive to establish for any quadratic algorithm. The predicates and the lemma define the mathematical expression of O(n²) as defined in expression (3.2): The \textit{IsQuadraticFrom} predicate determines if for given positive c, n₀, for every n larger than n₀, f(n) is upper-bounded by c * n² (the second part of expression (3.2)). The \textit{IsQuadratic} predicate determines if such positive c, n₀ that
satisfies $IsQuadraticFrom$ exist (the first part of expression (3.2)). The quadratic lemma is provided to merge the two predicates above it to the complete definition. The developer does not need to provide further proof to deduce that if the inputs $f, c, n_0$ satisfy the predicate $IsQuadraticFrom$, then $f$ satisfies the predicate $IsQuadratic$ and hence $f$ is quadratic.

### 3.1.3 Specification of Logarithmic Complexity Class

The function $f(n)$, belongs to $O(\log_2 n)$ if:

$$\exists c > 0 \text{ and } \exists n_0 > 0 \text{ s.t. } \forall n. n \geq n_0 \Rightarrow f(n) \leq c \cdot \log_2 n \quad (3.3)$$

In this case, $\log_2 n$ is a function that must be defined for Dafny.

```dafny
function Log2 (n: nat): nat
    requires n > 0
    decreases n
{
    natDivisionDecreases(n, 2);
    if n=1 then 0 else 1 + Log2(n/2)
}
```

The $\log_2 n$ function must require a positive input, hence the $n > 0$ precondition. Also, the decreases annotation and the lemma `natDivisionDecreases` are used to assist Dafny to prove that the function terminates and calls itself with a valid value. The decreases annotation provides an expression that decreases with every recursive call and is bounded by 0.

The `natDivisionDecreases` lemma is an example of an additional proof that the developer provides to assist Dafny. The decreases expression of the function `Log2` holds since each recursive call divides the value by two, starting with a non-negative value. Thus, it necessarily becomes smaller with each call. Dafny does not automatically accept $n/2$ as a valid input (a positive integer) for the `Log2` function, thus this requirement is handled with the `natDivisionDecreases` lemma:

```dafny
lemma natDivisionDecreases(a: nat, b: nat)
    requires b > 0
    ensures a/b = (a as real / b as real).Floor
{
    assert a = (a/b)*b + (a%b);
```
This proof method is equivalent to a pen and paper mathematical proof, and in a few steps, it convinces Dafny that a division of a natural number with a positive integer is a natural number. Now that the log\(_2n\) function is defined, we specify the O(log\(_2n\)).

The predicates and the lemma that define O(log\(_2n\)) are:

```
predicate IsOLog2n (n: nat, t: nat)
{
  \exists f: nat \rightarrow nat \cdot IsLog2(f) \land t \leq f(n)
}
predicate IsLog2 (f: nat \rightarrow nat)
{
  \exists c: nat, n0: nat \cdot IsLog2From(c, n0, f)
}
predicate IsLog2From (c: nat, n0: nat, f: nat \rightarrow nat)
{
  \forall n: nat \cdot 0 < n0 \leq n \implies f(n) \leq \Log2(n) \cdot c
}
lemma logarithmic (c: nat, n0: nat, f: nat \rightarrow nat)
  requires IsLog2From(c, n0, f)
  ensures IsLog2(f)
{}
```

The predicate IsOLog2n is required to prove that such a function f which satisfies expression (3.3) and upper-bounds the algorithm’s runtime t indeed exists, where n is the size of the input. It defines the postcondition we strive to establish for any logarithmic algorithm. The predicates and the lemma define the mathematical expression of O(log\(_2n\)) as defined in expression (3.3): The IsLog2From predicate determines if for given positive c, n0, for every n larger than n0, f(n) is upper-bounded by c * log\(_2n\) (the second part of expression (3.3)). The IsLog2 predicate determines if such positive c, n0 that satisfies IsLog2From exist (the first part of expression (3.3)). The logarithmic lemma is provided to merge the two predicates above it to the complete definition. The developer does not need to provide further proof to deduce that if the inputs f, c, n0 satisfy the predicate IsLog2From, then f satisfies the predicate IsLog2 and hence f is logarithmic.
3.1.4 Specification of Exponential Complexity Class

The function \( f(n) \), belongs to \( O(2^n) \) if:

\[
\exists c > 0 \text{ and } \exists n_0 > 0 \text{ s.t. } \forall n. \ n \geq n_0 \Rightarrow f(n) \leq 2^{n^c}
\]  
(3.4)

In this case, we use the power function, which must be defined for Dafny.

\[
\text{function } \text{Power} (n: \text{nat}, \ c: \text{nat}): \text{nat} \\
\text{decreases } c \\
\{ \\
\text{ if } c=0 \text{ then } 1 \text{ else if } n=0 \text{ then } 0 \text{ else } n \times \text{Power}(n, c-1)
\}
\]

The predicates and the lemma that define \( O(2^n) \) are:

\[
\text{predicate } \text{IsOExpn} \ (n: \text{nat}, \ t: \text{nat}) \\
\{ \\
\exists e: \text{nat} \to \text{nat} \bullet \text{IsExpo}(e) \land t \leq e(n)
\}
\]

\[
\text{predicate } \text{IsExpo} \ (e: \text{nat} \to \text{nat}) \\
\{ \\
\exists c: \text{nat}, \ n0: \text{nat} \bullet \text{IsExpoFrom}(c, n0, e)
\}
\]

\[
\text{predicate } \text{IsExpoFrom} \ (c: \text{nat}, \ n0: \text{nat}, \ e: \text{nat} \to \text{nat}) \\
\{ \\
\forall n: \text{nat} \bullet 0 < n0 \leq n \Rightarrow e(n) \leq \text{Power}(2, \text{Power}(n, c))
\}
\]

\[
\text{lemma } \text{exponential} \ (c: \text{nat}, \ n0: \text{nat}, \ e: \text{nat} \to \text{nat}) \\
\text{requires } \text{IsExpoFrom}(c, n0, e) \\
\text{ensures } \text{IsExpo}(e)
\}
\]

The predicate \( \text{IsOExpn} \) is required to prove that such a function \( f \) which satisfies expression (3.4) and upper-bounds the algorithm’s runtime \( t \) indeed exists, where \( n \) is the size of the input. It defines the postcondition we strive to establish for any exponential algorithm. The predicates and the lemma define the mathematical expression of \( O(2^n) \) as defined in expression (3.4): The \( \text{IsExpoFrom} \) predicate determines if for given positive \( c, n_0 \), for every \( n \) larger than \( n_0 \), \( f(n) \) is upper-bounded by \( 2^{n^c} \) (the second part of expression (3.4)). The \( \text{IsExpo} \) predicate determines if such positive \( c, n_0 \) that satisfies \( \text{IsExpoFrom} \) exist (the first part of expression (3.4)). The \( \text{exponential} \) lemma is provided to merge the two predicates above it to the complete definition. The developer does not need to provide further proof to deduce that if the inputs \( f, c, n0 \) satisfy the predicate \( \text{IsExpoFrom} \), then \( f \) satisfies the predicate \( \text{IsExpo} \) and hence \( f \) is exponential.
3.2 Examples for Ω and Θ Notations

Since traditionally time complexity is commonly expressed using big-Ω notation, this thesis presented approach is focused on the verification of the big-Ω notation of an upper bounding function to an algorithm. Nevertheless, in the next sections, we demonstrate that our methods can be applied to Ω and Θ notations.

3.2.1 Specification of Ω(n)

The Omega notation described as the lower bound of the function \( f \) permits us to bound the value of \( f \) from below. The function \( f(n) \), belongs to \( \Omega(n) \) if:

\[
\exists c > 0 \text{ and } \exists n_0 > 0 \text{ s.t. } \forall n. n \geq n_0 \Rightarrow c \cdot n \leq f(n)
\]  
(3.5)

The specification of \( \Omega(n) \) with Dafny is:

```daffny
predicate IsLinearOrUp (f: nat -> nat)
{
  \exists c : nat, n0: nat • IsLinearOrUpFrom (c, n0, f)
}
predicate IsLinearOrUpFrom (c: nat, n0: nat, f: nat -> nat)
{
  \forall n: nat • n \geq n0 \implies f(n) \geq c \cdot n
}
lemma linearOrUp (c: nat, n0: nat, f: nat -> nat)
  requires IsLinearOrUpFrom (c, n0, f)
  ensures IsLinearOrUp (f)
{}/
```

These predicates and the lemma define the mathematical expression of \( \Omega(n) \). The `linearOrUp` lemma is provided to merge the two predicates above it to the definition on expression (3.5).

3.2.2 Specification of Θ(n)

Theta notation is used when a function can be bounded both from above and below. The function \( f(n) \), belongs to \( \Theta(n) \) if:

\[
\exists c_1, c_2 > 0 \text{ and } \exists n_0 > 0 \text{ s.t. } \forall n. n \geq n_0 \Rightarrow c_1 \cdot n \leq f(n) \leq c_2 \cdot n
\]  
(3.6)

The specification of \( \Theta(n) \) with Dafny is:
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predicate IsEqLinear(f: nat -> nat)
{ ∃ c1 : nat, c2 : nat, n0: nat • IsEqLinearFromTo(c1, c2, n0, f) }

predicate IsEqLinearFromTo(c1: nat ,c2: nat, n0: nat, f: nat -> nat)
{ ∀ n: nat • n≥n0 ⇒ c1*n≤f(n)≤c2*n }

lemma linearEq(c1: nat ,c2: nat, n0: nat, f: nat -> nat)
  requires IsEqLinearFromTo(c1, c2, n0, f)
  ensures IsEqLinear(f) 

These predicates and the lemma define the mathematical expression of Θ(n). The linearEq lemma is provided to merge the two predicates above it to the definition of expression (3.6).

3.3 Verification of a Function for Big-Ο, Ω, and Θ Notations

This section demonstrates the process of proving a function that belongs to a set of big-Ο, Ω, and Θ Notations with a simple example.

If \( f(n) = n + 2 \), its Dafny definition is:

function f(n: nat): nat
{ n + 2 }

We now prove that this expression is of \( O(n) \), \( \Omega(n) \) and \( \Theta(n) \) using calculation lemmas which are replicas of the pen and paper complexity proofs, with a correctness guarantee by Dafny. For this type of implementation, we use Dafny’s \textit{calc} construct \cite{Rea20}, a theorem established by a chain of formulas, each transformed into the next. The lemmas specifications are:

lemma OLinearCalcLemma(n: nat) returns (c: nat, n0: nat)
  ensures IsLinearFrom(c, n0, f)
  ensures IsLinear(f)

lemma OmegaLinearCalcLemma(n: nat) returns (c: nat, n0: nat)
  ensures IsLinearOrUpFrom(c, n0, f)
ensures IsLinearOrUp(f)

lemma ThetaLinearCalcLemma(n: nat) returns (c1: nat, c2: nat, n0: nat)
ensures IsEqLinearFromTo(c1,c2,n0,f)
ensures IsEqLinear(f)

This requires us to find proper constants c (or c1, c2) and n0 that satisfy the expressions in (3.1), (3.5), (3.6). The implementations of these lemmas for f(n) = n + 2 are:

lemma OLinearCalcLemma(n: nat) returns (c: nat, n0: nat)
ensures IsLinearFrom(c, n0, f)
ensures IsLinear(f)
{
  if n≥2
  {
    calc <= {
      f(n) ≤ c*n;
      f(n) ≤ 2*n ≤ c*n;
      c=3 ∧ n0=2 ∧ n0≤n ∧ (f(n) ≤ 2*n = c*n);
    }
  }
  c , n0 := 2 , 2;
  linear (c, n0, f);
}

lemma OmegaLinearCalcLemma(n: nat) returns (c: nat, n0: nat)
ensures IsLinearOrUpFrom(c,n0,f)
ensures IsLinearOrUp(f)
{
  calc <= {
    f(n) ≥c*n;
    f(n) ≥ 1*n ≥ c*n;
    c=1 ∧ n0=1 ∧ n0≤n ∧ (f(n) ≥ n = c*n);
  }
  c , n0 := 1 , 1;
  linearOrUp (c,n0,f);
}

lemma ThetaLinearCalcLemma(n: nat) returns (c1: nat, c2: nat, n0: nat)
ensures IsEqLinearFromTo(c1,c2,n0,f)
ensures IsEqLinear(f)
{
  var n10 , n20 ;
  c1 , n10 := OmegaLinearCalcLemma(n);
  c2 , n20 := OLinearCalcLemma(n);
  if n10>n20
  {
  }
n0 := n10;
}
else
{
    n0 := n20;
}
linearEq(c1, c2, n0, f);

This lemma works through the steps that are required to infer proper constants for

\( f(n) = n + 2 \) to be of \( O(n) \), \( \Omega(n) \) and \( \Theta(n) \) as required.
Chapter 4

The Methodology

We now provide the methodology that we have developed. In Section 4.1, we describe the required steps for the addition of the nonfunctional time complexity property to the specification of the binary search algorithm, in Section 4.2 we present our methodology. We demonstrate the methodology in Section 4.3.

4.1 Case Study

In Chapter 2 we have verified the functional properties of the binary search algorithm. Now we investigate the nonfunctional time complexity property that was added to the specification. Using Dafny, this property can then be verified alongside the functional properties. As described in Section 2.3.1, the binary search algorithm terminates after at most $\log_2 n$ steps. To specify the requirement that binary search time complexity belongs to $O(\log_2 n)$, we define $T(n)$—binary search time complexity, where $T$ is the time complexity of binary search on input of size $n = |q|$.

$$T(n) = O(\log_2 n) \quad (4.1)$$

i.e.,

$$\exists c > 0 \text{ and } \exists n_0 > 0 \text{ s.t. } \forall n \geq n_0 \Rightarrow T(n) \leq c \times \log_2 n \quad (4.2)$$

4.1.1 Specification of Binary Search Logarithmic Time Complexity with Dafny

To specify the binary search algorithm’s runtime, we define the time complexity value with a ghost variable $t$. It counts the number of dominant operations performed by the
algorithm [McG08], and it is added to the algorithm’s postcondition. The postcondition includes the expression that must hold for logarithmic time complexity as defined and detailed in Section 3.1.3. These ghost entities in Dafny are used only during verification and are excluded from the executable code.

```daml
method binarySearch (q: seq<int>, key: int)
  returns (r: int, ghost t: nat)
  requires Sorted(q)
  ensures BinaryPosts(q, r, key)
  ensures |q|>0 ⇒ IsOLog2n (|q|, t)
  ensures |q|=0 ⇒ t=0
{
  t := 0;
  r := -1;
  if |q|>0
  {
    var lo, hi := 0, |q|;
    while lo < hi
      invariant BinaryLoop(q, lo, hi, r, key)
      decreases hi−lo
      {
        ... 
        t := t+1;
      }
  }
}
```

Here the time complexity variables are inserted into the algorithm’s specification. Notice that a condition of a non-empty sequence has been added. This addition is essential for using the sequence size as an input to the Log2 function that is used also for further proves in Section 4.1.3 (the Log2 function domain consists only of positive numbers).

Dafny fails to verify the postcondition

```
ensures |q|>0 ⇒ IsOLog2n (|q|, t)
```

complaining that the postcondition might not hold, due to the non-satisfied expression represented by the predicate IsOLog2n:

```daml
predicate IsOLog2n (n: nat, t: nat)
{
  ∃ f: nat → nat • IsLog2(f) ∧ t≤f(n)
}
```

As in traditional proofs, this predicate would be satisfied only when we prove such logarithmic function f, that upper-bounds the binary search algorithm’s time complexity,
exists. \( t \leq f(n) \), and \( n > 0 \) (the \( \text{Log}2n \) function requires it), this proof can be done by the following lemma:

```
lemma OLog2nProof (n: nat, t: nat)
    requires n>0
    requires t<=f(n)
    ensures IsOLog2n(n, t)
{
    var c, n0 := logarithmicCalcLemma(n);
    logarithmic(c, n0, f);
}
```

This lemma requires our assumed function \( f \), as a global variable. The \( \text{logarithmicCalcLemma} \) is calculating the values of \( c, n0 \) that are required to prove that \( \text{logarithmic}(c, n0, f) \). The lemma specification is:

```
lemma logarithmicCalcLemma (n: nat) returns (c: nat, n0: nat)
    requires n>0
    ensures IsLog2From(c, n0, f)
```

The body of the lemma is written specifically for the function \( f \) in Section \[4.1.3\] The following sections engage in deriving this function \( f \).

### 4.1.2 Derivation of a tight Upper-Bound Function

We now move from intuition to mathematics. To prove that \( t \) is bounded by a logarithmic function of the size of the algorithm’s input, a suitable logarithmic function \( f \) must be provided. In order to define a function that upper-bounds binary search and is expressed with the \( \text{Log}2 \) function, we analyze the behavior of the binary search algorithm’s loop in relation to the \( \text{Log}2 \) function:

```
var lo, hi := 0, |q|;
while lo < hi
    invariant BinaryLoop(q, lo, hi, r, key)
    decreases hi-lo
{
    var mid := (lo+hi)/2;
    if key < q[mid]
        hi := mid;
    else if q[mid] < key
        lo := mid + 1;
    else
...
It is hard for developers and Dafny to perform the transition from an iterative implementation as in binary search to a recursive one as in $Log_2$. That is why we reduce the problem as follows:

(a) Defining a recursive transition function that imitates the actions performed in the binary search method, returning the number of recursive calls rather than the key’s index or -1.

(b) Proving, by adding loop invariants to the binary search method, that the transition function upper-bounds the value of $t$.

(c) Deriving a function that upper-bounds the transition function and is expressed with $Log_2$.

Following the several steps, we transitivity prove that the logarithmic function upper-bounds the binary search estimated runtime.

Step (a):

```
function TBS (q: seq<int>, lo: int, hi: int, key: int): nat
  requires 0≤lo≤hi≤|q|
  decreases hi-lo
{
  var mid := (lo+hi)/2;
  if hi-lo=0 ∨ |q|=0 then 0
  else if key=q[mid] ∨ hi-lo=1 then 1
  else if key<q[mid] then 1 + TBS(q, lo, mid, key)
  else 1 + TBS(q, mid+1, hi, key)
}
```
This function imitates the binary search algorithm’s actions, with the same range of indices and decreases definition, implying the same number of steps as the binary search algorithm’s loop. For now, we assume that $TBS$ returns the same value as the number of steps the binary search algorithm’s loop performs. Next, the focus is on the formal verification made by Dafny to prove the correctness of this assumption.

Step ((b)):

```plaintext
while lo < hi
    invariant BinaryLoop(q, lo, hi, r, key)
    invariant t ≤ TBS(q, 0, |q|, key) − TBS(q, lo, hi, key)
    decreases hi − lo
    {
        ...
        t := t + 1;
    }
```

Here the time complexity variables are inserted into the loop’s specification. To prove that $TBS$ returns the same value as the number of steps the binary search algorithm’s loop performs (ghost var $t$), the correctness of the assumption in step (a) must be proven in each loop iteration. Hence, the loop invariant $t ≤ TBS(q, 0, |q|, key) − TBS(q, lo, hi, key)$ has been added. This loop invariant holds, thus each decision made during the loop body is also made by the $TBS$ function. That is, for each iteration, the step counter $t$ must be upper-bounded by the difference between the algorithm’s runtime for the whole sequence to the current part of the sequence. The loop ends when $lo = hi$, where the $TBS$ function returns 0. Therefore, the method terminates when the loop invariant holds for $t ≤ TBS(q, 0, |q|, key)$, which gives us an upper-bound to the algorithm’s time complexity. In the next section, we specify and verify several lemmas to ensure that $TBS$ is logarithmic.

Step ((c)): This step we calculate the time complexity of the logarithmic function. As a pen and paper calculation would have been done, we analyze the $TBS$ function in relation to the $Log2$ function:

```plaintext
function TBS (q: seq<int>, lo: int, hi: int, key: int): nat
    requires 0 ≤ lo ≤ hi ≤ |q|
    decreases hi − lo
    {
    }
```
var mid := (lo+hi)/2;
if hi-lo=0 ∨ |q|=0 then 0
else if key=q[mid] ∨ hi-lo=1 then 1
else if key<q[mid] then 1 + TBS(q, lo, mid, key)
else 1 + TBS(q, mid+1, hi, key)
}

function Log2(n: nat): nat
requires n>0
decreases n
{
    natDivisionDecreases(n, 2);
    if n=1 then 0 else 1+Log2(n/2)
}

We start by analyzing the stop condition. The function TBS stops and returns 0 when the size inspected is 0 (whether the size of the sequence is 0 or the difference between hi and lo is 0). However, Log2 stops and returns 0 when the input is 1. Therefore, 1 is chosen to be added to the mathematical expression of TBS. Continuing with the analysis of the value that is divided by 2, TBS takes the value of lo+hi, sum of 2 indices in the sequence. The value of this sum can be at most double of size of the sequence minus 1 (if hi is |q| and lo is |q|−1). Therefore the mathematical expression of TBS must be doubled. The last thing must be considered is that Log2 input is equal or greater than 1. The behavior of the rest of the functions is similar. In each call only a part of the initial size is assigned and the result increases by 1. The result is the expression:

\[ n > 0 \Rightarrow (TBS(q, lo, hi, key) \leq 2 \times \log_2(|q| + 1) + 1) \] (4.3)

This analysis has also been done the same way as pen and paper analysis. That being so, we now provide a proof that the analysis holds with the following lemma:

lemma TBSisLog (q: seq<int>, lo: nat, hi: nat, key: int)
requires |q|>0
requires 0 ≤ lo < hi ≤ |q|
decreases hi-lo
ensures TBS(q, lo, hi, key) ≤ 2*Log2(hi-lo)+1
{
    var mid := (lo+hi)/2;
    if key<q[mid] ∧ 1<hi-lo
    {
        TBSisLog(q, lo, mid, key);
    }
    else if key>q[mid] ∧ hi-lo>2

This lemma adds the missing requirements for enabling the use of the log function: the precondition requires the sequence is non empty, and the lo index to be strictly smaller than the hi index. The ensures expression is the proof obligation as in expression \[4.3\]. This lemma calls itself recursively. The recursive call is treated in accordance with programming rules: the precondition of the callee is checked, termination is checked, and the postcondition can be assumed. In effect, this sets up a proof by induction, where the recursive call to the lemma acts as an inductive step. The lemma performs the same actions TBS does, excluding cases where the new preconditions \((lo < hi \text{ and } 0 < |q|)\) are violated. The \texttt{log2Mono} lemma is for Dafny to understand that \texttt{Log2} is a monotonic function.

The \texttt{log2Mono} will be used again for the \texttt{Log2} function’s requirements. Since a natural number can be of value 0 in our context, the upper-bounded function is increased from \((2 \times \texttt{log2}(|q|) + 1)\) to \((2 \times \texttt{log2}(|q| + 1) + 1)\). Now it has been proven transitively that the binary search algorithm has a mathematical function, expressed with \texttt{Log2}, that upper-bounds the variable \texttt{t} and verified by Dafny with the help of the lemmas \texttt{log2Mono} and \texttt{TBSisLog}. To make sure Dafny verifies this upper-bound for \texttt{t}, we insert a temporary assertion at the end of the method. This assertion will later be replaced by a lemma.
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\begin{verbatim}
if |q| > 0 {
  var lo, hi := 0, |q|;
  while lo < hi
    invariant BinaryLoop(q, lo, hi, r, key)
    invariant t ≤ TBS(q, 0, |q|, key) − TBS(q, lo, hi, key)
    decreases hi−lo
    {  
      var mid := (lo+hi)/2;
      if key < q[mid] { hi := mid; }
      else if q[mid] < key { lo := mid + 1; }
      else {
        r := mid;
        hi := lo;
      }
      t := t+1;
    }  
  TBSisLog(q, 0, |q|, key);
  log2Mono(|q|, |q|+1);
}  
assert t ≤ 2*log2(|q|+1)+1;
\end{verbatim}

Dafny still fails to verify the postcondition |q| > 0 ⇒ \text{IsOLog2n}(|q|, t), since it has not yet proven that \( f(n) = 2 \times \log_2 n + 1 \) is logarithmic. For this proof, the lemmas that have been specified in Section 4.1.1 defined.

4.1.3 Binary Search Upper-Bounding Function is Logarithmic

So far it has been proven that the binary search runtime upper-bound is expressed with \( \log_2 \). We now prove that this expression is \( O(\log_2 n) \) using the lemmas \( O\log2nProof \) and \( logarithmicCalcLemma \). This requires us to find proper \( c \) and \( n0 \) that satisfy the expression in (4.2). For implementing the body of \( logarithmicCalcLemma \) we use Dafny’s \texttt{calc} construct [LP13].

\begin{verbatim}
lemma logarithmicCalcLemma (n: nat) returns (c : nat, n0: nat)  
  requires n>0
\end{verbatim}
ensures $\text{IsLog2From}(c, n0, f)$
{
  calc {
    f(n);
    =
    2*\log_2(n+1) + 1;
    \leq
    2*\log_2(n+1) + \log_2(n+1);
    =
    3*\log_2(n+1);
    \leq \{\text{assert } n\geq 1; \log_2\text{Mono}(n+1, 2*n);\}
    3*\log_2(2*n);
    =
    3*(1+\log_2(n));
  }
  assert f(n) \leq 3*(1+\log_2(n));
  assert n\geq 2 \implies (f(n) \leq 6*\log_2(n));
  c, n0 := 6, 2;
}

This lemma works through the steps that are required to infer proper $c, n0$ for $f(n) = 2*\log_2(n+1) + 1$. Since this lemma ensures that $f$ is logarithmic, the conditions of the $\text{OLog2nProof}$ lemma now hold.

function $f(n: \text{nat}) : \text{nat}$
{
  2*\log_2(n+1) + 1
}

lemma $\text{OLog2nProof}(n: \text{nat}, t: \text{nat})$
  requires $n>0$
  requires $t\leq f(n)$
  ensures $\text{IsOLog2n}(n, t)$
{
  var $c, n0 := \text{logarithmicCalcLemma}(n)$;
  \text{logarithmic}(c, n0, f);
}

This lemma can be used now, since the implementation has already been limited to non-empty inputs and proved that the steps counter $t$ value is at most the value of the function $f$ in Section 4.1.2(c). Also, $f(n)$ is proven to be logarithmic by the definitions that have been determined in Section 3.1.3.

Finally, the proof that the binary search algorithm’s runtime is logarithmic is complete:

method $\text{binarySearch}(q: \text{seq<int>}, \text{key: int})$
  returns $(r: \text{int}, \text{ghost t: nat})$
requires Sorted(q)
ensures BinaryPosts(q, r, key)
ensures |q|>0 ⇒ IsLog2n(|q|, t)
ensures |q|=0 ⇒ t=0
{
    t := 0;
    r := -1;
    if |q|>0
    {
        var lo, hi := 0, |q|;
        while lo < hi
            invariant BinaryLoop(q, lo, hi, r, key)
            invariant t ≤ TBS(q, 0, |q|, key) − TBS(q, lo, hi, key)
            decreases hi−lo
            {
                var mid := (lo+hi)/2;
                if key < q[mid]
                    { hi := mid; }
                else if q[mid] < key
                    { lo := mid + 1; }
                else
                    { r := mid; hi := lo; }
                t := t+1;
            }
            TBSIsLog(q, 0, |q|, key);
            log2Mono(|q|, |q|+1);
            OLog2nProof(|q|, t);
    }
}

The postcondition IsLog2n sums up all the required terms for having $O(\log_2(n))$ time complexity as defined in expression 4.1. Now our process is complete.

4.2 Definition of the Methodology

Reflecting on the presented process in the previous section, it appears that the methodology for the specification and verification of time-complexity properties of algorithms involves the following steps:
1. **Defining big-O notation.** Define mathematical theorems with predicates to create expressions of the big-O notation for the desired complexity class. This definition has to be a function of both runtime and input size of the algorithm.

2. **Specifying the functional and time complexity requirements for the Algorithm Declaration.** Specify the functional and time complexity requirements of the algorithm. Add it to the postcondition, using the definition of the big-O of Step 1.

3. **Verifying the correctness of the algorithm.** Implement a functionally verified version of the algorithm. If there is already a verified implementation, it can be used as long as it has only a single return point—at the end of the method. We implement the algorithm in this thesis with a single return point to simplify the calculation of the number of steps the algorithm performs. It would be interesting also to support algorithms with more than one return point.

4. **Count the number of elementary operations.** Add to the algorithm code, the time complexity using a ghost variable that counts the number of elementary operations performed by the algorithm.

5. **Deriving the function that upper-bounds the time complexity.** Using traditional algorithm analysis, derive a mathematical function to upper-bound the time complexity of the algorithm.

6. **Proving the function belongs to the target complexity class.** Specifying and proving lemmas with proofs by stepwise formula manipulation verifies that the function belongs to the complexity class defined with the big-O notation in Step 1.

7. **Integrating the time complexity elements with the code.** Adding the annotations provided by the products of Steps 4 and 5, to make the postcondition of Step 3 hold.

### 4.3 Demonstration of the Methodology

This section demonstrates the methodology’s effectiveness by projecting it on iterative and recursive implementations of known algorithms of different complexity classes. These
implementations cover all the complexity classes that we have verified in Chapter 3 and consist of: (1) Iterative Fibonacci (2) Recursive Fibonacci (3) insertion Sort

### 4.3.1 Fibonacci Algorithm - Iteration vs. Recursion

Fibonacci series is defined as a sequence of numbers in which the first two numbers are 0 and 1, and each subsequent number is the sum of the previous 2. Thus, in this series, the nth term is the sum of \((n - 1)\)th term and \((n - 2)\)th term.

Mathematically, the nth term of the Fibonacci series can be represented as:

\[
X_n = X_{n-1} + X_{n-2}
\]  

(4.4)

Fig[4.1] presents a Fibonacci sequence.

Fibonacci can be solved iteratively as well as recursively.

The iterative implementation, includes 2 variables that always stores the \((n - 1)\)th term and \((n - 2)\)th term (starting with 0 and 1), and a loop from 1 to n that sums them up, and assigns the \(n\)th term as the new \((n - 1)\)th term and the \((n - 1)\)th term as the new \((n - 2)\)th term. A theoretical algorithm analysis results that the time complexity of the iterative implementation is linear, as the loop runs from 1 to n. i.e. it runs in O(n) time.

The recursive implementation takes n as an input, which will refer to the \(n\)th term of the sequence that we want to be computed. If \(n\) is a number that is smaller than 2 (0 or 1), we return \(n\). Else, we return the sum of the results of two recursive calls; a call with the \((n - 1)\)th term and \((n - 2)\)th term.

Here is a standard recursive implementation of the Fibonacci function (implemented with Dafny):

```daml
function Fib(n: nat): nat
{
    if n\le\,1 then n else Fib(n-1) + Fib(n-2)
}
```
A theoretical algorithm analysis results that the time complexity of the recursive implementation is described by the following recurrence relation:

\[ T(n) = T(n-1) + T(n-2) + 4 \quad (4.5) \]

Where \( T(n) \) is the runtime of \( \text{Fib}(n) \) (number of elementary operations required to calculate the \( n^{th} \) term of the sequence), \( T(n-1) \) the runtime of \( \text{Fib}(n-1) \), \( T(n-2) \) the runtime of \( \text{Fib}(n-2) \) and the 4 stands for 1 comparison, 2 subtractions, 1 addition. Observing the behavior of the algorithm, it is easy to see that \( T(n-1) \leq T(n-2) \). Since we are looking for an upper-bound, we can approximating that \( T(n-1) \approx T(n-2) \) and now the time complexity can be described by:

\[ T(n) = 2 \times T(n-1) + 4 \quad (4.6) \]

For solving this recurrence relation, we iterate through the values of \( n \) until we find a pattern which can determine a closed formula.

\[ T(n) = T(n-1) + T(n-2) + 4 \quad (4.7) \]

\[ \leq 2T(n-1) + 4///\text{from the approximation } T(n-1) \approx T(n-2) \]

\[ = 2 \times (2T(n-2) + 4) + 4 = 4T(n-2) + 3 \times 4 \]

\[ = 8T(n-3) + 7 \times 4 \]

\[ = 16T(n-4) + 15 \times 4 \]

\[ \ldots \]

\[ = 2^k \times T(n-k) + (2^k - 1) \times 4 \]

When \( k = n-1 \) then:

\[ T(n) = 2^{n-1} \times T(1) + (2^{n-1} - 1) \times 4 = 2^{n-1} + 2 \times 2^{n-1} - 4 \leq 3 \times 2^n \quad (4.8) \]

Hence the time taken by recursive Fibonacci is \( O(2^n) \) or exponential.
4.3.1.1 Verification of the Iterative Fibonacci Algorithm Time Complexity

Now we use our methodology to implement a verified version of an iterative Fibonacci algorithm.

1. Defining big-$\mathcal{O}$ notation: This algorithm has been analyzed and assumed to be of $O(n)$—the $O(n)$ definitions with Dafny detailed in Section 3.1.1.

2. Specifying the functional and time complexity requirements for the Algorithm Declaration: For verifying the functional requirement of Fibonacci as in expression (4.4), we use the function $Fib$:

   ```
   function Fib (n: nat) : nat {
     if n $\leq$ 1 then n else Fib (n − 1) + Fib (n − 2)
   }
   ``

   As presented by the case study in Section 4.1.1, we define the time complexity value with a ghost variable $t$. We use the IsOn predicate to ensure the algorithm is linear:

   ```
   predicate IsOn (n: nat , t : nat ) {
     $\exists$ f: nat $\rightarrow$ nat • IsLinear (f) $\land$ t$\leq$f (n)
   }
   ``

   Now the iterative Fibonacci method can be declared with functional and time complexity specifications:

   ```
   method ComputeFib (n: nat) returns (x: nat , ghost t : nat) {
     ensures x = Fib (n)
     ensures IsOn (n, t)
   }
   ```

3. Verifying the correctness of the algorithm: As described in Section 4.3.1 the method body is given below:

   ```
   if n $\leq$ 1
   {
     x := n;
   }
   else
   {
     var i, a:= 1, 0;
     x := 1;
     while i $<$ n
     do
       invariant FibLoop(n, x, a, i)
       {
         a , x := x, a+x;
         i := i+1;
```
The decreases annotation is not provide explicitly in this method, since Dafny is able to guess the right annotation (which is decreases n-i) and do this proof on its own.

The Fibonacci algorithm’s loop invariants are grouped into a predicate for a cleaner implementation:

```plaintext
predicate FibLoop (n: nat, x: nat, a: nat, i: nat)
{
  0 < i ≤ n ∧ a = Fib(i-1) ∧ x = Fib(i)
}
```

This predicate is composed of three expressions that must hold for every iteration. The first expression defines the variable which holds the iteration number $i$ runs from 1 to $n$. The second and third expressions makes sure that the variable $a$ and the returned value $x$ are always the $i-1^{th}$ and the $n^{th}$ terms of the Fibonacci sequence respectively. If the loop invariant holds, the postcondition ensures $fib(n)==x$ is satisfied when $i==n$. Thus, the algorithm’s functional properties are verified.

4. Count the number of elementary operations: To measure the algorithm’s runtime, we add the operations counter $t$ to the algorithm’s body:

```plaintext
if n ≤ 1
{
  x := n;
  t := 1;
}
else
{
  var i, a := 1, 0;
  x := 1;
  t := 3;
  while i < n
    invariant 0 < i ≤ n
    invariant FibLoop(n, x, a, i)
  {
    a, x := x, a+x;
    i := i+1;
    t := t+1;
  }
}
```

We assign $t$ with the count of the comparison on each condition (1 for the if or 1 for the else), and the 2 variables creation in the else code. We add 1 for each iteration. Dafny
fails to verify the postcondition

\textbf{ensures} \text{IsOn}(n, t)

complaining that the postcondition might not hold, due to the non-satisfied predicate:

\textbf{predicate} \text{IsOn} \ (n: \texttt{nat}, t: \texttt{nat})

\{ \exists f: \texttt{nat} \rightarrow \texttt{nat} \cdot \text{IsLinear} (f) \land t \leq f(n) \}

As in traditional proofs, this predicate would be satisfied only when we prove such linear function \( f \), that upper-bounds the algorithm’s time complexity, exists. This can be proved by the following lemma:

\textbf{lemma} \text{OnProof} (n: \texttt{nat}, t: \texttt{nat})

\textbf{requires} \ t \leq f(n)

\textbf{ensures} \text{IsOn}(n, t)

\{\text{var } c, n0 := \text{linearCalcLemma}(n); \text{linear}(c, n0, f)\}

This lemma requires our assumed to exist function \( f \), as a global variable. The \textit{linearCalcLemma} is calculating the values of \( c, n0 \) that are required to prove that \textit{linear}(c,n0,f).

The lemma specification is:

\textbf{lemma} \text{linearCalcLemma} (n: \texttt{nat}) \textbf{returns} (c: \texttt{nat}, n0: \texttt{nat})

\textbf{ensures} \text{IsLinearFrom}(c, n0, f)

The body of the lemma is written specifically for the function \( f \) we derive in the next step.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Deriving the function that upper-bounds the time complexity} In order to define a function that upper-bounds the algorithm, we analyze the worst-case scenario, which leads us to the else condition and requires to analyze the behavior of the algorithm’s loop in relation to the input:
\end{itemize}

\textbf{while} \ i < n

\textbf{invariant} \ 0 < i \leq n

\textbf{invariant} \ \text{FibLoop}(n, x, a, i)

\{\text{a, x := x, a+x; i := i+1; t := t+1;}\}
In this case deriving the function is quite easy, it is clear that the loop iterate from 1 to n, hence $t$ is added with i-1 on each iteration. Since this path starting point is $t==3$, the loop invariant requires to verify that $t == i + 2$:

```plaintext
while i < n
  invariant 0<i≤n
  invariant FibLoop(n, x, a, i)
  invariant t=i+2
  {
    a, x := x, a+x;
    i := i+1;
    t := t+1;
  }
```

The method terminates when $i==n$, and the loop invariant holds for $t == i + 2$. Hence, our upper-bounding function is $f(n) = n + 2$.

6 Proving the function belongs to the target complexity class Dafny still fails to verify the postcondition IsOn, since it has not yet proven that $f(n) = n + 2$ is linear. For this proof, we implement the body of the linearCalcLemma and use the OnProof that were introduced in step 4. This requires us to find proper $c$ and $n0$ that satisfy the expression:

$$\exists c > 0 \text{ and } \exists n0 > 0 \text{ s.t. } \forall n. n \geq n0 \Rightarrow n + 2 \leq c \ast n$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.9)

For implementing the body of linearCalcLemma we use Dafny’s calc.

```plaintext
lemma linearCalcLemma(n: nat) returns (c: nat, n0: nat)
  ensures IsLinearFrom (c, n0, f)
  {
    if n=0
      {
        assert ∀ k: nat • f(n) ≥ k * n;
      }
    else
      {
        assert 1≤n;
        calc <=
          { f(n)≤c*n; f(n)≤2*n+1≤c*n; f(n)≤2*n+1≤3*n≤c*n; c=3 ∧ n0=1 ∧ n0≤n ∧ (f(n)≤2*n+1≤2*3*n≤ c*n); }
      }
    c, n0 := 3, 1;
  }
```
This lemma works through the steps that are required to infer proper $c$, $n0$ for $f(n) = n + 2$. Since this lemma ensures that $f$ is linear, the conditions of the $OnProof$ lemma now hold. The $OnProof$ lemma can be used now.

Step 7. Integrating the time complexity elements with the code

Finally, the functionally and time complexity verified version of the algorithm is complete:

```daml
method ComputeFib (n: nat) returns (x: nat, ghost t: nat)
ensures x = Fib(n)
ensures IsOn(n, t)
{
  if n <= 1
  {
    x := n;
    t := 1;
  }
  else
  {
    var i, a := 1, 0;
    x := 1;
    t := 3;
    while i < n
    invariant FibLoop(n, x, a, i)
    invariant t = i+2
    {
      a, x := x, a+x;
      i := i+1;
      t := t+1;
    }
  }
  OnProof(n, t);
}
```

The postcondition $IsOn$ sums up all the required terms for having $O(n)$ time complexity as defined in expression 4.9.

4.3.1.2 Verification of the Fibonacci Recursive Algorithm Time Complexity

Now we use our methodology to implement a verified version of a recursive Fibonacci algorithm.

1. Defining big-\(O\) notation: This algorithm has been analyzed theoretically and assumed to be of $O(2^n)$. The $O(2^n)$ definitions with Dafny detailed in Section 3.1.4.

2. Specifying the functional and time complexity requirements for the Algorithm Decla-
ration: Since the result of the recursive Fibonacci is identical to the result of the iterative Fibonacci, the functional verification leans on the same function Fib. We use the ghost variable t and the IsOExpn predicate (presented in 3.1.4) to ensure the algorithm is exponential:

\[
\text{predicate IsOExpn } (n: \text{nat}, t: \text{nat}) \\{ \\
\exists f: \text{nat} \rightarrow \text{nat} \cdot \text{IsExpo}(f) \land t \leq f(n) \\
\}\]

Now the recursive Fibonacci method can be declared with functional and time complexity specifications:

\[
\text{method ComputeFib } (n: \text{nat}) \text{ returns } (b: \text{nat}, \text{ghost } t: \text{nat}) \\{ \\
\text{ensures } b = \text{Fib}(n) \\
\text{ensures IsOExpn}(n, t) \\
\}\]

3. Verifying the correctness of the algorithm: For the recursive implementation of Fibonacci as described in Section 4.3.1, we use ComputeFibRec as the ComputeFib body:

\[
\text{method ComputeFib } (n: \text{nat}) \text{ returns } (x: \text{nat}, \text{ghost } t: \text{nat}) \\{ \\
\text{ensures } x = \text{Fib}(n) \\
\text{ensures IsOExpn}(n, t) \\
\}\]

\[
\text{method ComputeFibRec } (n: \text{nat}) \text{ returns } (x: \text{nat}) \\{ \\
\text{if } n \leq 1 \\
\quad \{ \\
\quad \text{x := n;} \\
\quad \} \\
\text{else} \\
\quad \{ \\
\quad \text{var } x1, x2; \\
\quad x1 := \text{ComputeFibRec}(n-1); \\
\quad x2 := \text{ComputeFibRec}(n-2); \\
\quad x := x1+x2; \\
\quad \} \\
\}\]

Dafny easily verifies this implementation for the functional part. Since the method is recursive, the proof corresponds to a proof by induction. The recursive behavior of the method is similar to the behavior of the Fib function. The decreases annotation is not provided explicitly in this method too. Dafny guesses the right annotation, which is
(decreases $n$) and does this proof on its own. The algorithm’s functional properties are verified.

4. **Count the number of elementary operations:** To measure the algorithm’s runtime, we add the operations counter $t$ to `ComputeFibRec` declaration and body:

```daffny
method ComputeFibRec(n: nat) returns (x: nat, ghost t: nat)
ensures x = Fib(n)
{
    if $n \leq 1$
    {
        x := n;
        t := 1;
    }
    else
    {
        var x1, x2;
        ghost var t1, t2;
        x1, t1 := ComputeFibRec2(n-1);
        x2, t2 := ComputeFibRec2(n-2);
        x := x1+x2;
        t := t1+t2+4;
    }
}
```

We count the runtime of the algorithm the same way as described in 4.5. Since we have not yet established a postcondition for $t$ in `ComputeFibRec`, `ComputeFib` has no information on $t$ and Dafny still fails to verify the `IsOExpn` postcondition. To proof this postcondition we must derive from `ComputeFibRec` a function $f$, that upper-bounds the algorithm’s time complexity.

5. **Deriving the function that upper-bounds the time complexity** This algorithm includes two recursive calls. In this case, it is not easy to derive the function that upper-bounds the algorithm in contrast to the iterative implementation. Therefore, we turn to the methods of function derivation we presented on a more complex algorithm as in the case study, and adjust them to this algorithm’s specific needs. We analyze the runtime of the algorithm to derive the function in 3 sub-steps:

(a) Defining a recursive transition function that imitates the method’s actions, returning the number of recursive calls rather than the $n^{th}$ term.

(b) Proving, by adding lemmas to the method, that the transition function upper-
bounds the value of \( t \).

(c) Deriving a function that upper-bounds the transition function and is expressed with

\( 2^n \) (an exponential function).

Following the respective sub-steps, we transitively prove that the exponential function
upper-bounds the binary search estimated runtime. Step (a)

```plaintext
function FibTime (n: nat): nat
{ if n<=1 then 1 else FibTime (n - 1) + FibTime (n - 2) + 4 }
```

This function imitates the actions performed by the algorithm. For now, we assume that
\( FibTime \) returns the same value as the number of steps the algorithm’s loop performs.
Next, we verify this assumption. Step (b)

```plaintext
method ComputeFibRec (n: nat) returns (x: nat, ghost t: nat)
ensures x = Fib (n)
ensures t = FibTime (n)
```

Here the time complexity variables are inserted into \( ComputeFibRec \) specification, which
is verified automatically by Dafny. In the next section we specify and verify several
lemmas to ensure that \( FibTime \) is exponential.

Step (c) As a pen and paper calculation would have been done, we analyze the \( FibTime \)
function in relation to the \( 2^n \) function:

```plaintext
function Power (n: nat, c: nat): nat decreases c
{ if c=0 then 1 else if n=0 then 0 else n * Power (n, c-1) }
```

Where \( n=2 \) and \( c=n \). We start by analyzing the stop condition. \( FibTime \) stops and
returns 1 when \( n \) is 0 or 1. However, \( 2^n \) stops and returns 1 or 2 when the input is 0
or 1 respectively. Therefore, \( 2^n \) upper bounds \( FibTime \) for \( n \leq 1 \). Continuing with the
analysis of the else path, \( FibTime \) takes the value of \( FibTime(n-1) + FibTime(n-2) + 4 \), as
the recurrence relation in 4.5. Similar to the technique we used in the recurrence relation
solution, we first prove that \( FibTime(n-2) \leq FibTime(n-1) \) with Dafny:
Methods of Verifying Complexity Bounds of Algorithms using Dafny

lemma monoFib(t1: nat , t2: nat , n1: nat , n2: nat )
  requires n1\geq n2
  requires t1=FibTime(n1) \land t2=FibTime(n2)
  ensures t1\geq t2
{
  if n2<n1−1
  {
    var t1 ' := FibTimeCalc(n1−1);
    monoFib(t1 ', t2 , n1−1,n2);
  }
}

Now we required to provide a process which leads us to derive the desired exponential function:

lemma fibTimeIsExp(n: nat)
  ensures FibTime(n)\leq 3\ast Power(2 , n)
{
  if n>1
  {
    var t1 :=FibTimeCalc(n−1);
    var t2 :=FibTimeCalc(n−2);
    monoFib(t1 , t2 , n−1,n−2);
    assert FibTime(n)\leq 2\ast FibTime(n−1)+4;
    assert FibTime(n)\leq 6\ast FibTime(n−1);
    fibTimeExp(n−1);
    expAttribute(n−1);
  }
}

This lemma defines and performs the process of deriving the exponential function. For calculating the values of FibTime(n-1) and FibTime(n-2) we use a function method. A function method, unlike a function that can only be use for specification, can be called from a real code. The FibTimeCalc function method structured exactly like FibTime, only returns a value which can be used as part of fibTimeIsExp. This function method describes the analysis stages which concludes that FibTime(n) \leq 3 \ast 2^n. It required to provide an inductive proof and a lemma to establish a known attribute of the power function: 2 \ast 2^n = 2^{n+1}.

lemma expAttribute(n: nat )
  ensures 2\ast Power(2 , n)=Power(2 , n+1)
{}

Now it has been proven that the algorithm has a mathematical function, expressed with 2^n, that upper-bounds the variable t and verified by Dafny with the help of the lemmas.
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monoFib and fibTimeIsExp.

**method** ComputeFibRec(n: nat) **returns** (x: nat, ghost t: nat)
  **ensures** x = Fib(n)
  **ensures** t = FibTime(n) ≤ 3*Power(2, n)
{
  if n≤1
  {
    x := n;
    t := 1;
  }
  else
  {
    var x1, x2;
    ghost var t1, t2;
    x1, t1 := ComputeFibRec(n-1);
    x2, t2 := ComputeFibRec(n-2);
    x := x1+x2;
    t := t1+t2+4;
    monoFib(t1, t2, n-1, n-2);
    fibTimeExp(n);
  }
}

6. Proving the function belongs to the target complexity class Dafny still fails to verify the postcondition IsOExpn, since it has not yet proven that \( f(n) = 3 \cdot 2^n \) is of \( O(2^n) \). For this proof, we implement `expCalcLemma` and use `OExpnProof` that would be presented next. This requires us to find proper \( c \) and \( n_0 \) that satisfy the expression: The condition for \( f(n) \) with \( 0 \leq n \) to belong to \( O(2^n) \) is:

\[
\exists c > 0 \text{ and } \exists n_0 > 0 \text{ s.t. } \forall n. n \geq n_0 \Rightarrow 3 \cdot 2^n \leq 2^{nc}
\]  

(4.10)

For implementing the body of `expCalcLemma` we use Dafny’s `calc`.

**lemma** expCalcLemma(n: nat) **returns** (c: nat, n0: nat)
  **ensures** IsExpoFrom(c, n0, f)
{
  calc ⇐=
    f(n) ≤ Power(2, Power(n, c));
    {calc1(n);}  
    f(n) ≤ Power(2, n+2) ≤ Power(2, Power(n, c));
  }
  if n≥2
  {
    calc ⇐=
      f(n) ≤ Power(2, n+2) ≤ Power(2, Power(n, c));
      {calc2(n);}  
  }
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This lemma works through the steps that are required to infer proper $c$, $n0$ for $f(n) = 3 \times 2^n$. The verification process for this exponential function is trickier for Dafny, hence the process consists of 3 parts:

(i) A Display of the calculation steps which proves that $f(n) \leq 2^{n+2}$ using the lemma $calc1$.

```
lemma calc1(n: nat)
  ensures f(n)\leq Power(2,n+2);
{
  calc{
    f(n);
    =
    3*Power(2,n);
    \leq
    4*Power(2,n);
    =
    2*Power(2,n+1);
    =
    Power(2,n+2);
  }
}
```

(ii) A Display of the calculation steps which proves that if $n \geq 2$ than $f(n) \leq 2^{n^2}$ using the lemma $calc2$.

```
lemma calc2(n: nat)
  requires f(n)\leq Power(2,n+2)
  ensures n\geq2 \Rightarrow f(n)\leq Power(2,Power(n,2))
{
  if n\geq2
  {
    calc\leq{
      f(n);
      Power(2,n+2);
      \{powerMono(n+2,n+n);\}
      Power(2,n+n);
    }
  }
}
(iii) A Derivation of suitable $c$ and $n_0$ for proving the expression in 4.10. The proof is aided by 2 lemmas: $\text{expLemmaHelper1}$ and $\text{expLemmaHelper2}$.

```markdown
\textbf{lemma \textit{expLemmaHelper1} ($c: \text{nat}, \ n_0: \text{nat}$)}
\begin{align*}
\text{requires } & c=2 \land n_0=2 \\
\text{ensures } & \text{IsExpoFrom}(c, n_0, g)
\end{align*}
\{ 
\begin{align*}
\hspace{1cm} \text{assert } & \forall \ n: \text{nat}, m: \text{nat} \cdot m>n>0 \implies \text{Power}(2, m) \geq 2 \cdot \text{Power}(2, n); \\
\hspace{1cm} \text{assert } & \forall \ n: \text{nat} \cdot n\geq n_0 \implies g(n) \leq \text{Power}(2, 2 \cdot n); \\
\hspace{1cm} \text{assert } & \forall \ n: \text{nat} \cdot n\geq n_0 \implies g(n) \leq \text{Power}(2, n \cdot n); \\
\hspace{1cm} \text{assert } & \forall \ n: \text{nat} \cdot n\geq n_0 \implies g(n) \leq \text{Power}(2, \text{Power}(n, c));
\end{align*}
\}
\textbf{lemma \textit{expLemmaHelper2} ($c: \text{nat}, \ n_0: \text{nat}$)}
\begin{align*}
\text{requires } & \text{IsExpoFrom}(c, n_0, g) \\
\text{requires } & \forall \ n: \text{nat} \cdot n\geq n_0 \implies f(n) \leq g(n); \\
\text{ensures } & \text{IsExpoFrom}(c, n_0, f)
\end{align*}
{} 
\textbf{function $g(n: \text{nat}) : \text{nat}$}
\{ 
\hspace{1cm} \text{Power}(2, n+2)
\}
```

Since this lemma ensures that $f$ is exponential, the conditions of the $\text{OExpnProof}$ lemma now hold.

```markdown
\textbf{lemma \textit{OExpnProof($n: \text{nat}, \ t: \text{nat}$)}}
\begin{align*}
\text{requires } & t \leq f(n) \\
\text{ensures } & \text{IsOExpn}(n, t)
\end{align*}
\{ 
\begin{align*}
\hspace{1cm} \text{var } & c, n_0 := \text{expCalcLemma}(n); \\
\hspace{1cm} \text{exponential}(c, n_0, f);
\end{align*}
\}
```

Step 7. Integrating the time complexity elements with the code Finally, the functionally and time complexity verified version of the algorithm is complete:

```markdown
\textbf{method \textit{ComputeFib($n: \text{nat}$)}} \textbf{returns} ($x: \text{nat}, \ \text{ghost} \ t: \text{nat}$) 
\begin{align*}
\text{ensures } & x = \text{Fib}(n) \\
\text{ensures } & \text{IsOExpn}(n, t)
\end{align*}
```
The postcondition \textit{IsOExpn} sums up all the required terms for having $O(2^n)$ time complexity as defined in expression (4.10).

### 4.3.2 Insertion Sort

The insertion sort algorithm iterates through an input array and removes one element per iteration, finds the place the element belongs in the array, and then places it there. This process results in a sorted list from left to right. Fig 4.2 presents a running example of the algorithm.

The worst case for insertion sort will occur when the input list is in decreasing order. To insert the last element, we need at most $n-1$ comparisons and at most $n-1$ swaps. To insert the second to last element, we need at most $n-2$ comparisons and at most $n-2$ swaps, and so on. We count the number of comparisons needed to perform in insertion sort worst case as the algorithm’s upper-bounding runtime, which is:

$$T(n) = 2 \times (1 + 2 + \cdots + n - 2 + n - 1) = (n - 1)(n - 2) = O(n^2) \quad (4.11)$$
We used the formula for a sum of integers between 1 to n-1:

\[ 1 + 2 + \cdots + n - 2 + n - 1 = \frac{(n - 1)(n - 2)}{2} \]  

(4.12)

Now we use our methodology to implement a verified version of an insertion sort.

1. **Defining big-$O$ notation**: This algorithm has been analyzed and assumed to be of $O(n^2)$. The $O(n^2)$ definitions with Dafny detailed in Section 3.1.2.

2. **Specifying the functional and time complexity requirements for the Algorithm Declaration**: For verifying the functional requirement of insertion sort, we need to ensure the array is sorted and that its content is not changed (i.e., the number of copies of each element is the same). For this causes we create a predicate for the postconditions

   \begin{verbatim}
   predicate SortPosts(q: seq<int>, oldq: seq<int>) {
     Sorted(q) \& multiset(q)=multiset(oldq)
   }
   \end{verbatim}

which contains the Sorted predicate we have already used in the binary search precondition,

\begin{verbatim}
predicate Sorted(q: seq<int>) {
  \forall i, j \cdot 0 \leq i \leq j < |q| \implies q[i] \leq q[j]
}
\end{verbatim}

and the structure Multiset \[\text{Rea20c}\]. For verifying the number of copies of each element is the same in the pre and post sort array, we use the old expression. An old expression is used in postconditions where old(e) evaluates to the value expression e had on entry to the current method.

\begin{verbatim}
ensures SortPosts(a[..], old(a[..]))
\end{verbatim}

Next we define the time complexity value with a ghost variable $t$. We use the IsOn2 predicate to ensure the algorithm is quadratic:

\begin{verbatim}
predicate IsOn2 (n: nat , t: nat ) {
  \exists f: nat \rightarrow nat \cdot IsQuadratic(f) \& t\leq f(n)
}
\end{verbatim}

Now the insertion sort method can be declared with functional and time complexity specifications:
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```dafny
method insertionSort(a: array<int>) returns (ghost t: nat)
  modifies a
  ensures SortPosts(a[..], old(a[..]))
  ensures IsOn2(a.Length, t)
```

The `modifies` annotation is required to list which parts of memory we modify.

3. **Verifying the correctness of the algorithm**: The method body is given below.

```dafny
if a.Length>0
{
  var i := 1;
  while (i < a.Length)
    invariant IsValidOuterloop(a[..], old(a[..]), i)
    {
      sortSubArr(a, a[..], i);
      i := i + 1;
    }
}
```

The `decreases` annotation is not provide explicitly in this method, since Dafny is able to guess the right annotation (which is decreases a.Length-i) and do this proof on its own.

The algorithm’s loop invariants are grouped into a predicate for a cleaner implementation:

```dafny
predicate IsValidOuterloop(q: seq<int>, oldq: seq<int>, i: int)
{ 0 <= i <= |q| = |oldq| ∧ Sorted(q[..i]) ∧ multiset(oldq) = multiset(q) }
```

This predicate is composed of three expressions that must hold for every iteration. The first expression defines the variable which holds the iteration number `i` that runs from 1 to the array’s size. It also makes sure that the array size does not change along the algorithm’s run. The second expression verifies that the left part of the array, the one we already arranged by the algorithm, is indeed sorted. The third expression makes sure that the number of copies of each element is the same. If the loop invariant holds, the postconditions are satisfied when i==a.Length. Thus, the algorithm’s functional properties are verified.

The loop contains an inner loop which is implemented by the method:

```dafny
method sortSubArr(a: array<int>, olda: seq<int>, i: int)
  modifies a
  requires 0<i<a.Length=|olda| ∧ IsValidOuterloop(a[..], olda, i)
  ensures SortSubArrPosts(a[..], olda, i)
```
this method’s specification ensures us that the following postconditions hold on each outer loop iteration:

\[
\text{predicate } \text{SortSubArrPosts}(q: \text{seq<}\text{int}\text{>, oldq: seq<}\text{int}\text{>, i: int}) \\
\{ \\
0 < i < |q| = |oldq| \land \text{Sorted}(q[. . i + 1]) \land \text{multiset}(q) = \text{multiset}(oldq) \\
\}
\]

The \text{SortSubArr} method body performs the innerloop of the algorithm. This loop iterates from the index \(i\) we have reached to in the outerloop- backwards, and swaps it with elements that are greater. This ensures that all the elements left to the index if the element from the outerloop are sorted.

\[
\text{var } j := i; \\
\text{ghost var } oldi := i; \\
\text{ghost var } q := a[..]; \\
\text{while}(0 < j \land a[j] < a[j - 1]) \\
\text{\hspace{0.5cm} invariant } \text{IsValidInnerloop}(a[..], q, olda, j, i, oldi) \\
\text{\hspace{0.5cm} decreases } j \\
\{ \\
\text{\hspace{1cm} ghost var } q' := a[..]; \\
\text{\hspace{1cm} swap}(a, j - 1, j); \\
\text{\hspace{1cm} afterSwap}(a[..], q, q', j, i); \\
\text{\hspace{1cm} } j := j - 1; \\
\}
\]

The ghost variables \(q\) and \(oldi\) are not compiled to the algorithm’s code, but used for ensuring that the outerloop index and the number of copies of each element is the same respectively. We use the \text{IsValidInnerloop} to express the innerloop invariants:

\[
\text{predicate } \text{IsValidInnerloop}(q: \text{seq<}\text{int}\text{>, oldq: seq<}\text{int}\text{>, outerq: seq<}\text{int}\text{>, j: int , i: int , oldi: int}) \\
\{ \\
(0 \leq i = oldi < |q| = |oldq| = |outerq|) \land (\forall k \cdot j < k \leq i \implies q[j] < q[k]) \\
\land (q[0 .. j] = \text{oldq}[0 .. j]) \land (q[j + 1 .. i + 1] = \text{oldq}[j .. i]) \\
\land \text{Sorted}(q[.. j]) \land \text{Sorted}(q[j + 1 .. i + 1]) \land \text{multiset}(q) = \text{multiset}(oldq) \\
\}
\]

This predicate makes sure that the sub array between \(i\) and \(0\) stays sorted (except the element that moves to the correct spot in each iteration). The swaps are performed by another method:

\[
\text{method } \text{swap}(a: \text{array<}\text{int}\text{>, i: int , j: int}) \\
\text{\hspace{0.5cm} modifies } a; \\
\text{\hspace{0.5cm} requires } a.\text{Length} > 1 \land 0 \leq i < j < a.\text{Length} \\
\text{\hspace{0.5cm} ensures } \text{SwapPosts}(a[..], old(a[..]), i, j)
\]
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{ 
    a[i], a[j] := a[j], a[i];
}

To ensure the swaps preserves the parts of the array that are not part of the swap, we created a lemma. this lemma helps Dafny to ensure the $IsValidInnerloop$ holds:

```
lemma afterSwap (q: seq<int>, oldq: seq<int>, preSwapQ: seq<int>, j: int, i: int)
    requires AfterSwapPres(q, oldq, preSwapQ, j, i)
    ensures q[j..i+1]=oldq[j-1..i]
{
}
```

```
predicate AfterSwapPres (q: seq<int>, oldq: seq<int>, preSwapQ: seq<int>, j: int, i: int)
    { 
        1<|q|=|oldq|=|preSwapQ| ∧ 0<j≤|q| ∧ oldq[0..j]=preSwapQ[..j] ∧ preSwapQ[j+1..i+1]=oldq[j..i] ∧ Swapped(q, preSwapQ, j-1, j) ∧ multiset(q)=multiset(oldq)=multiset(preSwapQ)
    }
```

Now all the components for verifying insertion sort functionally are complete, and we can tie them up:

```
method insertionSort (a: array<int>) returns (ghost t: nat)
    modifies a
    ensures SortPosts(a[..], old(a[..]))
    ensures IsOn2(a.Length, t)
{
    if a.Length>0
    { 
        var i := 1;
        while (i < a.Length)
            invariant IsValidouterloop(a[..], old(a[..]), i)
            { 
                sortSubArr(a, a[..], i);
                i := i + 1;
            }
    }
}
```

As we can see, the algorithm is built in a modular manner, since each of its components is verified separately. The composed algorithm trusts components are verified as long as the specifications are well defined.

4. Count the number of elementary operations: To measure the algorithm’s runtime, we add the operations counter $t$ to the algorithm. Since the algorithm is composed of
outer algorithms, we start to measure the run time from the lowest to the highest module:

```plaintext
method swap(a: array<int>, i: int, j: int) returns(ghost t: nat)
    modifies a;
    requires a.Length>=1 ∧ 0 ≤ i ≤ j < a.Length
    ensures SwapPosts(a[..], old(a[..]), i, j)
    ensures t=1
{
    a[i], a[j], t := a[j], a[i], 1;
}
```

First we count each swap as a single step. We add the count to the specification, so the next level can use it:

```plaintext
method sortSubArr(a: array<int>, olda: seq<int>, i: int)
    returns(ghost t: nat)
    modifies a
    requires 0 < i < a.Length=|olda| ∧ IsValidouterloop(a[..], olda, i)
    ensures SortSubArrPosts(a[..], olda, i)
    ensures t ≤ i
{
    t := 0;
    var j := i;
    ghost var oldi := i;
    ghost var q := a[..];
    while(0 < j ∧ a[j] < a[j−1])
        invariant IsValidInnerloop(a[..], q, olda, j, i, oldi)
        invariant 0 ≤ t ≤ (i−j)
        decreases j
        {
            ghost var q′ := a[..];
            ghost var t2 := swap(a, j−1, j);
            afterSwap(a[..], q, q′, j, i);
            j := j − 1;
            t := t + t2;
        }
}
```

Now, when Dafny calls `swap`, it does not care if `swap` is verified but only considers the value of `t` in its postcondition. Since `sortSubArr` loops backwards from `i` until it encounters a smaller element, it makes `i` swaps at most.

We now add `t` to the main algorithm’s body:

```plaintext
t := 0;
if a.Length>0
{
    var i := 1;
    t := t+1;
    while(i < a.Length)
        invariant IsValidouterloop(a[..], old(a[..]), i)
```
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Dafny still fails to verify the postcondition

\[
\text{ensures } \text{IsOn2}(n, t)
\]

To proof this postcondition we must derive from insertionSort a function \( f \), that upper-bounds the algorithm’s time complexity.

5. Deriving the function that upper-bounds the time complexity

In order to define a function that upper-bounds the algorithm, we analyze the worst-case scenario, which leads us to the else condition and requires to analyze the behavior of the algorithm’s body. The insertion sort main algorithm calls sortSubArr for every \( i \), which iterates from 1 to the size of the array. As a result, the outer loop makes each iteration \( i \) steps. Starting with \( t=1 \), the number of elementary steps is bounded by:

\[
1 + \sum_{k=1}^{n} k = 1 + \frac{n(n+1)}{2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.13)

We use a lemma and a function to define this sum,

\begin{verbatim}
function APSum(n: int) : int
    requires 0 \leq n
    decreases n
    { 
      if n=0 then 0 else n + APSum(n-1)
    }

    // proof of gauss sum
    lemma Gauss(n: nat)
    { 
      ensures APSum(n) = n*(n+1)/2
      { 
        if (n\neq0) { Gauss(n-1); }
      }
    }
\end{verbatim}

and add it to the main method’s body.

\begin{verbatim}
t := 0;
if a.Length>0
{
  var i := 1;
  t := t+t1;
}
\end{verbatim}
while (i < a.Length)
    invariant IsValidouterloop(a[..], old(a[..]), i)
    invariant t ≤ 1+APSum(i)
{
    ghost var t1 := sortSubArr(a, a[..], i);
    ghost var t' := t;
    i := i + 1;
    t := t + t1;
}
Gauss(a.Length);

6. Proving the function belongs to the target complexity class Dafny still fails to verify the postcondition IsOn2, since it has not yet proven that \( f(n) = 1 + \frac{n(n+1)}{2} \) is of \( O(n^2) \).

For this proof, we implement \textit{quadraticCalcLemma} and use \textit{On2Proof} that would be presented next. This requires us to find proper \( c \) and \( n0 \) that satisfy the expression: The condition for \( f(n) \) with \( 0 \leq n \) to belong to \( O(n^2) \) is:

\[
\exists c > 0 \text{ and } \exists n0 > 0 \text{ s.t. } \forall n. n \geq n0 \Rightarrow 1 + \frac{n(n+1)}{2} \leq c \cdot n \cdot n
\] (4.14)

For implementing the body of \textit{quadraticCalcLemma} we use Dafny’s \textit{calc}.

\begin{verbatim}
lemma quadraticCalcLemma(n: nat) returns (c: nat, n0: nat)
  ensures IsQuadraticFrom(c, n0, f)
{
  calc <=
  f(n) ≤ c*n*n;
}
if n>0
{
  calc <=
  f(n) ≤ 1+(n*(2*n)/2) ≤ c*n*n;
  f(n) ≤ 1+(n*(2*n)/2) = 1+n*n ≤ c*n*n;
  f(n) ≤ 1+(n*(2*n)/2) = 1+n*n ≤ 2*n*n ≤ c*n*n;
  (c=2 ∧ n0=1 ∧ n0≤n) ∧ (f(n) ≤ 1+(n*(2*n)/2) = 1+n*n ≤ 2*n*n ≤ c*n*n);
}
  c, n0 := 2, 1;
}
\end{verbatim}

This lemma works through the steps that are required to infer proper \( c, n0 \) for \( f(n) = 1 + \frac{n(n+1)}{2} \). Since this lemma ensures that \( f \) is quadratic, the conditions of the \textit{On2Proof} lemma now hold.

\begin{verbatim}
lemma On2Proof(n: nat, t: nat)
  requires t≤f(n)
\end{verbatim}
ensures IsOn2(n, t)
{
    var c, n0 := quadraticCalcLemma(n);
    quadratic(c, n0, f);
}

Step 7. Integrating the time complexity elements with the code Finally, the functionally
and time complexity verified version of the algorithm is complete:

method insertionSort(a: array<int>) returns(ghost t: nat)
    modifies a
    ensures SortPosts(a[..], old(a[..]))
    ensures IsOn2(a.Length, t)
{
    t := 0;
    if a.Length > 0
    {
        var i := 1;
        t := t + 1;
        while(i < a.Length)
            invariant IsValidouterloop(a[..], old(a[..]), i)
            invariant t \leq 1 + APSum(i)
            {
                ghost var t1 := sortSubArr(a, a[..], i);
                ghost var t' := t;
                i := i + 1;
                t := t + t1;
            }
    }
    Gauss(a.Length);
    On2Proof(a.Length, t);
}

The postcondition IsOn2 sums up all the required terms for having \(O(n^2)\) time complexity
as defined in expression 4.14.
Chapter 5

Proof engineering

When writing a new program or software, the most common rookie mistake is to jump in directly, write all the necessary code into a single program, and later try to debug or extend later. This kind of approach is doomed to fail and would usually require re-writing from scratch. So in order to tackle this scenario, we can try to divide the problem into multiple sub-problems and then try to tackle it one by one. Doing so not only makes our task easier but also allows us to achieve abstraction from the high-level programmer and also promotes the reusability of code. In Dafny, this is accomplished via modules \[\text{Rea20b}\]. Modules may import each other for code reuse, and it is possible to abstract over modules to separate implementation from an interface. In this chapter, we use the concept of modules, abstraction, and refinement to present how the presented approach in Chapter 4 can be used to implement other verified algorithms (functionally and time complexity) without starting the methodology steps from scratch. It also creates a structure that separates the interface from the implementation of algorithms and proofs, allowing the developer to create a different implementation of the same declaration according to a specific requirement, and consume existing methods and proofs without understanding their bodies. We also use the concept of modules along our methodology to demonstrate that this methodology works on proving classic algorithms problems such as powerset size. This concept aims to project software engineering best practices of modularity and APIs usage on our proof methodology, hence the title *Proof Engineering.*
5.1 Example 1: Find Max

We start with a simple one, to implement a verified version of the find max algorithm - given a sequence, find the largest element in it. The solution is to initialize max as the first element, then traverse the given sequence from the second element till the end. For every traversed element, compare it with max, if it is greater than max, then update max.

A theoretical algorithm analysis results that the time complexity is linear, as a loop runs from 0 to n-1. i.e., it runs in O(n) time.

Defining big-O notation: Since the definitions of O(n) exists, we wrap them in a module that would be reused for all the linear algorithms. A module body can consist of classes, datatypes, types, methods, and functions.

```daffny
module LinearNotation
{
  predicate IsOn (n: nat, t: nat)
  {  
    ∃ f: nat -> nat • IsLinear(f) ∧ t≤f(n)
  }
  predicate IsLinear (f: nat -> nat)
  {  
    ∃ c: nat, n0: nat • IsLinearFrom(c, n0, f)
  }
  predicate IsLinearFrom (c: nat, n0: nat, f: nat -> nat)
  {  
    ∀ n: nat • n0 ≤ n ⇒ f(n) ≤ c * n
  }
  lemma linear (c: nat, n0: nat, f: nat -> nat)
  {  
    requires IsLinearFrom(c,n0,f)
    ensures IsLinear(f)
  }
}
```

We use the IsOn predicate to ensure the algorithm is linear. This predicate would be satisfied only if we prove such linear function f, that upper-bounds the algorithm’s time complexity exists. This proof and any linear proof is done by the OnProof lemma and a linearCalcLemma. For creating a non-specific implementation, all that is needed is a module that implements some interface. In that case, we use an abstract module, which uses the LinearNotation module:

```daffny
abstract module LinearProofInterface
{
  import opened LinearNotation
}
```
function f(n: nat) : nat

lemma linearCalcLemma(n: nat) returns(c: nat, n0: nat)
  ensures IsLinearFrom(c,n0,f)

lemma OnProof(n: nat, t: nat)
  requires t≤f(n)
  ensures IsOn(n,t)
  {
     var c,n0 := linearCalcLemma(n);
     linear(c,n0,f);
  }

This module imports the module LinearNotation as opened, which causes all of its members to be available. The function $f$ and linearCalcLemma are bodyless, since their implementations are explicit to a specific algorithm.

2. Specifying the functional and time complexity requirements for the Algorithm Declaration: For verifying the functional requirement of the algorithm, we need to require that the input sequence has at least one cell, and ensure the return index is within the sequence and has the sequence’s greatest value. For this causes we create FindMaxPosts a predicate for the postconditions. We also define the time complexity value with a ghost variable $t$, and create another abstract module for FindMax interface. This module is a refinement of LinearProofInterface. The refinement statement will allow us to implement the explicit $f$ and linearCalcLemma for findMax.

abstract module FindMaxInterface refines LinearProofInterface
{
  predicate FindMaxPosts(q: seq<int>, max_ind: int)
  {
     0≤max_ind<|q| ∧ ∀ k • 0≤k<|q| ⇒ q[k]≤q[max_ind]
  }
  method findMax(q: seq<int>) returns (max_ind: int, ghost t: nat)
    requires |q|>0
    ensures FindMaxPosts(q,max_ind)
    ensures IsOn(|q|,t)
  }

Steps 3-7 are performed within the module which contains the specific implementation of findMax:

module FindMax refines FindMaxInterface
{
  function f(n: nat) : nat

lemma linearCalcLemma(n: nat) returns (c: nat, n0: nat)
{
    if n=0
    {
        assert \forall k: nat \bullet f(n) \geq k*n;
    }
    else
    {
        assert 1 \leq n;
        calc \iff\{
            f(n) \leq c*n;
            f(n) \leq 2*n \leq c*n;
            c=2 \land n0=1 \land n0 \leq n \land (f(n) \leq 2*n \leq c*n);
        \}
    }
}
c, n0 := 2, 1;

predicate FMLoop(q: seq<int>, i: int, max_ind: int)
{
    0 \leq i \leq |q| \land 0 \leq max_ind < |q| \land \forall k \bullet 0 \leq k < i \implies q[k] \leq q[max_ind]
}

method findMax(q: seq<int>) returns (max_ind: int, ghost t: nat)
{
    t := 1;
    var i := 0;
    max_ind := 0;
    while i < |q|
        invariant FMLoop(q, i, max_ind)
        invariant t = i+1
        decreases |q| - i
        \{
            if q[i] \geq q[max_ind]
                {max_ind := i;}
            i := i + 1;
            t := t + 1;
        \}
    OnProof(|q|, t);
}
module FIBHelper
{
    function Fib(n: nat): nat
    {
        if n ≤ 1 then n else Fib(n - 1) + Fib(n - 2)
    }
}

abstract module FibolItInterface refines LinearProofInterface
{
    import opened FIBHelper
    method ComputeFib(n: nat) returns (x: nat, ghost t: nat)
        ensures x = Fib(n)
        ensures IsOn(n, t)
    }
}

module FibolIt refines FibolItInterface
{
    function f(n: nat) : nat
    {
        n + 2
    }

    lemma linearCalcLemma(n: nat) returns(c: nat, n0: nat)
    {
        if n = 0
        {
            assert ∀ k: nat • f(n) ≥ k * n;
        }
        else
        {
            assert 1 ≤ n;
            calc ⇐={
                f(n) ≤ c * n;
                f(n) ≤ 2 * n + 1 ≤ c * n;
                f(n) ≤ 2 * n + 1 ≤ 3 * n ≤ c * n;
                c = 3 ∧ n0 = 1 ∧ n0 ≤ n ∧ (f(n) ≤ 2 * n + 1 ≤ 3 * n ≤ c * n);
            }
        }
    }

    predicate FibLoop(n: nat, x: nat, a: nat, i: nat)
    {
        0 < i ≤ n ∧ a = Fib(i - 1) ∧ x = Fib(i)
    }

    method ComputeFib(n: nat) returns (x: nat, ghost t: nat)
        ensures x = Fib(n)
        ensures IsOn(n, t)
    {
        if n ≤ 1
        {
            x := n;
            t := 1;
        }
The \textit{FIBHelper} is defined separately since it is a functional attribute used for the recursive implementation as well.

5.2 Example 2: Quick Sort

Quick sort is a Divide and Conquer algorithm. It picks an element as pivot and partitions the given array around the picked pivot. This implementation takes the last the last element of the array. The key process in quick sort is the partition: given an array and an element \textit{x} of the array as the pivot, put \textit{x} at its correct position in a sorted array and put all smaller elements (smaller than \textit{x}) before \textit{x}, and put all greater elements (greater than \textit{x}) after \textit{x}. All this should be done in linear time. The sub-arrays are then sorted recursively. Fig 5.1 presents a running example of quick sort.

The worst case scenario occurs if the pivot happens to be the smallest element in the list. If this happens repeatedly in every partition, then each recursive call processes a list of size one less than the previous list. Consequently, we can make \( n - 1 \) nested calls before we reach a list of size 1. This means that the call tree is a linear chain of \( n - 1 \) nested calls. The \textit{i}th call does \( O(n-i) \) work to do the partition, so the quick sort worst case upper-bounding runtime is:

\[
T(n) = n - 1 + n - 2 + \cdots + 2 + 1 = \frac{(n-1)(n-2)}{2} = O(n^2)
\]
Figure 5.1: A running example of quicksort.
Since quick sort is a sorting algorithm, functional specifications and implementations that have been done for insertion sort can be reused. These SortHelpers should be gathered in a module, which can be opened into the implementation of any sorting algorithm:

```dafny
module SortHelpers
{
  predicate Sorted (q: seq<int>)
  { ∀ i, j • 0 ≤ i ≤ j < |q| ⇒ q[i] ≤ q[j] }

  predicate SortPosts(q: seq<int>, oldq: seq<int>)
  { Sorted(q) ∧ multiset(q)=multiset(oldq) }

  predicate Swapped(q: seq<int>, oldq: seq<int>, i: int, j: int)
  requires |q|>1 ∧ 0≤i≤j<|q|=|oldq|
  { q = oldq[i:=oldq[j]][j:=oldq[i]] }

  function APSum(n: int) : int
  requires 0≤n
  decreases n
  { if n=0 then 0 else n + APSum(n−1) }

  lemma Gauss(n: nat)
  ensures APSum(n) = n*(n+1)/2
  { if (n≠0) {Gauss(n−1);} }

  method swap(a: array<int>, i: int, j: int) returns(ghost t: nat)
  modifies a;
  requires a.Length>1 ∧ 0 ≤ i ≤ j < a.Length
  ensures SwapPosts(a[. . .], old(a[. . .]), i, j)
  ensures t=1
  { a[i], a[j], t := a[j], a[i], 1; }

  predicate SwapPosts(q: seq<int>, oldq: seq<int>, i: int, j: int)
  { |q|>1 ∧ 0≤i≤j<|q|=|oldq| ∧ Swapped(q,oldq,i,j) ∧ multiset(q)=multiset(oldq) ∧ multiset(q[i . .])=multiset(oldq[i . .]) }
```
Next, we elaborate on the implementation of quicksort with the help of our methodology and modulization:

1. Defining big-O notation: Since the definitions of \( O(n^2) \) exist, we wrap them in a module that would be reused for all the quadratic algorithms.

```haskell
module QuadraticNotation
{
    predicate IsOn2 (n: nat, t: nat)
    {
        \( \exists f: \text{naturals} \rightarrow \text{naturals} \bullet \text{IsQuadratic}(f) \land t \leq f(n) \)
    }
    predicate IsQuadraticFrom (c: nat, n0: nat, f: nat \rightarrow nat)
    {
        \( \forall n: \text{naturals} \bullet 0 < n0 \leq n \Rightarrow f(n) \leq c\cdot n\cdot n \)
    }
    predicate IsQuadratic (f: nat \rightarrow nat)
    {
        \( \exists c: \text{naturals}, n0: \text{naturals} \bullet \text{IsQuadraticFrom}(c, n0, f) \)
    }
    lemma quadratic (c: nat, n0: nat, f: nat \rightarrow nat)
    requires IsQuadraticFrom(c, n0, f)
    ensures IsQuadratic(f)
}
```

For creating the non-specific function and lemmas for quadratic proofs, we use an abstract module, which uses the `QuadraticNotation` module:

```haskell
abstract module QuadraticProofInterface
{
    import opened QuadraticNotation
    function f(n: nat): nat

    lemma quadraticCalcLemma(n: nat) returns (c: nat, n0: nat)
    ensures IsQuadraticFrom(c, n0, f)

    lemma On2Proof(n: nat, t: nat)
    requires t \leq f(n)
    ensures IsOn2(n, t)
    {
        var c, n0 := quadraticCalcLemma(n);
        quadratic(c, n0, f);
    }
}
```

2. Specifying the functional and time complexity requirements for the Algorithm Declaration: We define a module for the quick sort interface, which is similar to the specification
that was made for insertion sort:

```d
abstract module InsertionSortInterface refines QuadraticProofInterface
{
  import opened SortHelpers
  method insertionSort (a: array<int>) returns (ghost t: nat)
    modifies a 
    ensures SortPosts (a[..], old (a[..])) 
    ensures IsOn2 (a.Length, t)
}
```

The next steps of the methodology are implemented as part of

```d
module QuickSort refines QuickSortInterface
{
  ...
}
```

and elaborated separately.

3. Verifying the correctness of the algorithm: For the recursive implementation of quick sort, we use `ComputeFibRec` as the `quickSortRec` body:

```d
predicate QuickSortRecPosts (q: seq<int>, oldq: seq<int>,
  from: int, to: int)
{
  |q|=|oldq| > 1 ∧ 0≤from≤to≤|q| ∧ multiset (q)=multiset (oldq) ∧
  SubMultisets (q, oldq, from, to) ∧ Sorted (q[from..to])
}

method quickSortRec (a: array<int>, from: int, to: int)
  modifies a
  requires a.Length > 1 ∧ 0≤from≤to≤a.Length
  ensures QuickSortRecPosts (a[..], old (a[..]), from, to)
  decreases to − from
{
  ghost var q := a[..];
  if from<to
  {
    var r;
    r := partition (a, from, to);
    ghost var q' := a[..];
    quickSortRec (a, from, r);
    prove1 (a[..], q', q, from, to, r);
    ghost var q'' := a[..];
    quickSortRec (a, r+1, to);
    prove2 (a[..], q'', q', q, from, to, r);
    subSorted (a[..], from, to, r);
  }
}
```

The partition part is made by the `partition` algorithm:

```d
method partition (a: array<int>, from: int, to: int) returns (r: int)
```
modifies a
requires a.Length ≥ 1 ∧ 0 ≤ from < to ≤ a.Length
ensures Partitioned(a[. .], old(a[. .]), from, to, r)
{
  var le := from;
  r := to - 1;
  var piv := a[r];
  while le < r
    invariant PartitionLoop(a[. .], old(a[. .]), from, to, r, le, piv)
    decreases r - le
    {
      if a[le] ≤ piv
        { le := le + 1; }
      else
        {
          swap2(a, le, r - 1);
          ghost var q' := a[. .];
          swap2(a, r - 1, r);
          bigSwap(a[. .], q', to, r);
          r := r - 1;
        }
    }
}

This method’s specification ensures that the partition is made correctly, as describes at the beginning of this section. The returned value is the new index of the pivot, which is the pivot’s location in a sorted array:

predicate Partitioned(q: seq<int>, oldq: seq<int>, from: int, to: int, r: int)
{
  |oldq| = |q| > 1 ∧ multiset(q) = multiset(oldq)
  ∧ 0 ≤ from ≤ r < to ≤ |q|
  ∧ SeqSmallerThanNum(q[from . . r + 1], q[r])
  ∧ SeqBiggerThanNum(q[r . . to], q[r])
  ∧ SubMultisets(q, oldq, from, to)
}

The first line ensures the array before and after the partition has more than one element and that the number of copies of each element is the same. The second line ensures the boundaries of the partition and the returned index are within the array. SeqSmallerThanNum and SeqBiggerThanNum ensure that all the elements left to the pivot’s new location are smaller than the pivot and all the elements right to the pivot’s new location are larger than the pivot respectively:
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**predicate** SeqSmallerThanNum \((q: \text{seq}<\text{int}>, \text{num}: \text{int})\)
\[
\forall x \bullet x \in q \implies x \leq \text{num}
\]

**predicate** SeqBiggerThanNum \((q: \text{seq}<\text{int}>, \text{num}: \text{int})\)
\[
\forall x \bullet x \in q \implies x \geq \text{num}
\]

*SubMultisets* ensures the array has changed order only where the elements are between from and to (to not included):

**predicate** SubMultisets \((q: \text{seq}<\text{int}>, \text{oldq}: \text{seq}<\text{int}>, \text{from}: \text{int}, \text{to}: \text{int})\)
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{requires} & \quad |q| > 1 \land 0 \leq \text{from} \leq \text{to} \leq |q| = |\text{oldq}| \\
\text{requires} & \quad \text{multiset}(q) = \text{multiset}(\text{oldq}) \\
q & = \text{oldq}[\ldots \text{from} \ldots] + q[\text{from} \ldots \text{to}] + \text{oldq}[\text{to} \ldots] \land q[\ldots \text{from}] = \text{oldq}[\ldots \text{from}] \land \\
& \quad \text{multiset}(q[\text{from} \ldots \text{to}]) = \text{multiset}(\text{oldq}[\text{from} \ldots \text{to}]) \land q[\text{to} \ldots] = \text{oldq}[\text{to} \ldots]
\end{align*}
\]

The *partition* method body loops (with *le*) from the first element (*from*) to the last (*to*). If the iterated value is bigger than the pivot we swap it with the pivot and than with the one before the pivot’s old location for retaining the order.

**predicate** PartitionLoop \((q: \text{seq}<\text{int}>, \text{oldq}: \text{seq}<\text{int}>, \text{from}: \text{int}, \text{to}: \text{int}, \text{r}: \text{int}, \text{le}: \text{int}, \text{piv}: \text{int})\)
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{requires} & \quad |q| > 1 \land 0 \leq \text{from} < \text{to} \leq |q| = |\text{oldq}| \\
\text{requires} & \quad \text{multiset}(q) = \text{multiset}(\text{oldq}) \\
& \quad q[r] = \text{piv} \land \text{SeqSmallerThanNum}(q[\text{from} \ldots \text{le}], q[r]) \\
& \quad \text{SeqBiggerThanNum}(q[\text{r} \ldots \text{to}], q[r]) \\
& \quad \text{SubMultisets}(q, \text{oldq}, \text{from}, \text{to})
\end{align*}
\]

The loop invariants ensure that the indices remain legit, the number of copies of the before and after each iteration are unchanged, and that the returned index *r* is the pivot’s location. The invariants make sure that all elements that have been handled (left to *le*) are smaller than the pivot, all elements right to *r* are bigger, and the array changed order only where the elements are between from and to.

The swaps of the else case, where the iterated value is bigger than the pivot, are done by the swap method imported from the *SortHelpers* module and has been used by the
insertion sort method. The outcome of the swaps which we explained in the previous paragraph, is proven by the lemmas bigSwap:

```
predicate bigSwapPres(q: seq<int>, oldq: seq<int>, to: int, r: int) {
    |oldq| = |q| ≥ 1 ∧ 0 < r < to ≤ |q|
    ∧ Swapped(q, oldq, r−1, r) ∧ SeqBiggerThanNum(oldq[r..to], oldq[r])
    ∧ oldq[r−1] ≥ oldq[r] ∧ multiset(q[r−1..]) = multiset(oldq[r−1..])}

lemma bigSwap(q: seq<int>, oldq: seq<int>, to: int, r: int)
    requires bigSwapPres(q, oldq, to, r)
    ensures SeqBiggerThanNum(q[r−1..to], q[r−1])
{
    assert oldq[r−1..r] + oldq[r..to] = oldq[r−1..to];
    assert SeqBiggerThanNum(oldq[r−1..to], oldq[r]);
    multiBig(q[r−1..to], oldq[r−1..to], oldq[r]);
    assert SeqBiggerThanNum(q[r−1..to], oldq[r]);
}

lemma multiBig(q: seq<int>, oldq: seq<int>, num: int)
    requires |q| ≥ 0 ∧ |q| = |oldq|
    ∧ multiset(q) = multiset(oldq)
    ∧ SeqBiggerThanNum(oldq, num)
    ensures SeqBiggerThanNum(q, num)
{
    assert ∀ x • x ∈ q ⇒ x ∈ multiset(q);
    assert ∀ x • x ∈ multiset(q) ⇒ x ∈ multiset(oldq);
    assert ∀ x • x ∈ multiset(oldq) ⇒ x ∈ oldq;
}
```

multiBig proves that if 2 multisets are equal, they are bigger from the same number.

Now after the partition is verified functionally, we move back to the quickSortRec body:

```
ghost var q := a[..];
if from<to
{
    var r;
    r := partition2(a, from, to);
    ghost var q' := a[..];
    quickSortRec(a, from, r);
    prove1(a[..], q, r, from, to, r);
    ghost var q'' := a[..];
    quickSortRec(a, r+1, to);
    prove2(a[..], q'', q', from, to, r);
    subSorted(a[..], from, to, r);
}
```

We define several ghost variable for storing different stated of the array. q is for the 0 state, q’ is the state after the partition , and q” is the state after the recursive call of the
method has been made for the part of the arrays left to the pivot. Theses states are used in the lemmas prove1 and prove2:

```daml
predicate Prove1Pres(q’: seq<int>, q: seq<int>, q: seq<int>, from: int, to: int, r: int)
{
  1 <= |q’’| <= |q’| = |q| ∧ 0 <= from <= r <= to <= |q|
  ∧ multiset(q’’) = multiset(q’) = multiset(q)
  ∧ Partitioned(q’, q, from, to, r)
  ∧ SubMultisets(q’’’ , q’’ , from, r)
  ∧ Sorted(q’’’[from .. r])
}
predicate Prove1Posts(q’’: seq<int>, q: seq<int>, q: seq<int>, from: int, to: int, r: int)
{
  Prove1Pres(q’’, q’ , q, from, to, r) ∧ q’’[r] = q’[r] ∧ Partitioned(q’’, q , from, to, r)
}

lemma prove1 (q’’: seq<int>, q: seq<int>, q: seq<int>, from: int, to: int, r: int)
requires Prove1Pres(q’’’ , q’’ , q , from, to, r)
ensures Prove1Posts(q’’’ , q’’ , q’ , from, to, r)
{
  sameMultiRight(q’’’ , q’ , from, r);
  multiSmall(q’’’[from .. r+1], q’[from .. r+1], q’’’[r]);
  assert q’’’[r .. to] = q’’’[r .. to];
  subMultiset(q’’’ , q’ , from, to);
}
```

```daml
predicate Prove2Pres(q’’’: seq<int>, q’’’ : seq<int>, q: seq<int>, q: seq<int>, from: int, to: int, r: int)
{
  1 <= |q’’’| <= |q’| <= |q’’’| ∧ 0 <= from <= r <= to <= |q|
  ∧ multiset(q’’’ ) = multiset(q’’’ ) = multiset(q’ ) = multiset(q)
  ∧ Partitioned(q’’’ , q, from, to, r) ∧ SubMultisets(q’’’’ , q’’’ , r+1, to)
  ∧ Sorted(q’’’’[r+1 .. to]) ∧ Sorted(q’’’[from .. r])
  ∧ q’’’[r] = q’’’[r]
}
predicate Prove2Posts(q’’’: seq<int>, q’’’ : seq<int>, q: seq<int>, q: seq<int>, from: int, to: int, r: int)
{
  Prove2Pres(q’’’’ , q’’’ , q’ , from, to, r) ∧ q’’’’[r] = q’’’[r] = q’’’[r] ∧
  Partitioned(q’’’’ , q, from, to, r) ∧ Sorted(q’’’’[from .. r])
}

lemma prove2 (q’’’: seq<int>, q: seq<int>, q: seq<int>, q: seq<int>, from: int, to: int, r: int)
requires Prove2Pres(q’’’’ , q’’’ , q’ , from, to, r)
ensures Prove2Posts(q’’’’ , q’’’ , q’ , from, to, r)
{
  sameMultiLeft(q’’’’ , q’’’ , to, r);
  multiBig(q’’’’[r .. to], q’’’’[r .. to], q’’’’[r]);
}
```
The lemma prove1 proves that the first recursion call returns the left part of the array sorted, without touching the right part or the pivot. It is aided with the lemmas sameMultiRight that ensures the right of the array did not change, multiSmall that ensures that if the left part of the arrays was smaller than the pivot before the call its is still after (equal multisets), and subMultiset that ensure that parts of the array outside the sort limits remain the same:

lemma sameMultiRight(q': seq<int>,q': seq<int>, from:int, r:int)
requires |q’’’|>1 ∧ 0≤from≤r<|q’’’|=|q’| ∧ multiset(q’’’[from..r])=multiset(q’[from..r]) ∧ q’’’[r]=q’[r]
ensures multiset(q’’’[from..r+1]) = multiset(q’[from..r+1])
{
assert q’’’[from..r]+q’’’[r] = q’’’[from..r+1];
assert q’[from..r]+q’[r] = q’[from..r+1];
assert multiset(q’’’[from..r]+q’’’[r]) = multiset(q’’’[from..r+1]);
assert multiset(q’’’[from..r]+q’[r]) = multiset(q’’’[from..r+1]);
}

lemma multiSmall(q: seq<int>, oldq: seq<int>, num: int)
requires |q|≥0 ∧ |q|=|oldq| ∧ multiset(q)=multiset(oldq) ∧ SeqSmallerThanNum(oldq,num)
ensures SeqSmallerThanNum(q,num)
{
assert ∀ x • x in q ⇒ x in multiset(q);
assert ∀ x • x in multiset(q) ⇒ x in multiset(oldq);
assert ∀ x • x in multiset(oldq) ⇒ x in oldq;
}

lemma subMultiset(q: seq<int>, oldq: seq<int>, from: int, to: int)
requires |q|>1 ∧ 0≤from≤to≤|q|=|oldq| ∧ multiset(q)=multiset(oldq) ∧ q=oldq[. . from]+q[from..to]+oldq[to..]
ensures SubMultisets(q,oldq,from,to)
ensures to<|q|=|oldq| ⇒ (q[to]=oldq[to] ∧ q[to+1..]=oldq[to+1..])
ensures from>0 ⇒ (q[from−1]=oldq[from−1] ∧ q[. . from−1]=oldq[. . from−1])
{
assert multiset(q)−multiset(oldq[. . from])−multiset(oldq[to..]) = multiset(q[from..to]);
assert oldq=(oldq[. . from]+oldq[from..to]+oldq[to..]);
assert multiset(oldq)−multiset(oldq[. . from])−multiset(oldq[to..]) = multiset(oldq[from..to]);
}
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The same concept of proof is done by prove2 to the right and bigger part of the array with `sameMultiLeft`:

```dafny
lemma sameMultiLeft (q': seq<int>, q: seq<int>, to: int, r: int)
    requires |q'|>1 ∧ 0≤r<to≤|q'| ∧ multiset(q'[r+1..to])=
    multiset(q'[r..to]) ∧ q'[r]=q'[r]
    ensures multiset(q'[r..to]) = multiset(q'[r..to])
{
    assert [q'[r]]+q'[r+1..to] = q'[r..to];
    assert [q'[r]]+q'[r+1..to] = q'[r..to];
    assert multiset([q'[r]] + q'[r+1..to]) = multiset(q'[r..to]);
    assert multiset([q'[r]] + q'[r+1..to]) = multiset(q'[r..to]);
}
```

Also `multiBig` and `subMultiSet` which was elaborated earlier.

Now all the components for verifying quick sort *functionally* are complete, and we can tie them up:

```dafny
method quickSort (a: array<int>) returns (ghost t: nat)
    modifies a
    ensures SortPosts(a[..], old(a[..]))
    ensures IsOn2(a.Length,t)
{
    if a.Length > 1
    {
        quickSortRec(a,0,a.Length);
    }
}
```

```dafny
method quickSortRec (a: array<int>, from: int, to: int)
    modifies a
    requires a.Length>1 ∧ 0≤from≤to≤a.Length
    ensures QuickSortRecPosts(a[..], old(a[..]),from,to)
    decreases to - from
{
    ghost var q := a[..];
    if from<to
    {
        var r;
        r := partition2(a,from,to);
        ghost var q' := a[..];
        quickSortRec(a,from,r);
        prove1 (a[..], q', q, from, to, r);
        ghost var q'': a[..];
        quickSortRec(a,r+1,to);
    }
}
```
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As we can see, the algorithm is built in a modular manner, since each of its components is verified separately. The composed algorithm trusts components are verified as long as the specifications are well defined.

4 Count the number of elementary operations: We now add the operations counter \( t \) to the algorithms that compose quicksort. First we count each swap as a single step. It is given to us effortlessly in this algorithm since it was already implemented and declared in the SortHelpers module. The next level uses this count to its own:

```plaintext
method partition(a: array<int>, from: int, to: int) returns (r: int, ghost t: nat)
  modifies a
  requires a.Length>1 ∧ 0 ≤ from < to ≤ a.Length
  ensures Partitioned(a[...], old(a[...]), from, to, r)
  ensures t ≤ 3*(to–from)
{
  var le := from;
  r := to–1;
  var piv := a[r];
  t := 1;
  while le<r
    invariant PartitionLoop(a[...], old(a[...]), from, to, r, le, piv)
    invariant t ≤ 1 + (2*((to–from)–(r–le)))
    decreases r–le
    {
      if a[le]≤piv
      {
        le := le+1;
        t := t+1;
      }
      else
      {
        ghost var t1 := swap(a, le, r–1);
        ghost var q' := a[...];
        ghost var t2 := swap(a, r–1, r);
        bigSwap(a[...], q', to, r);
        r := r–1;
        t := t+t1+t2;
      }
    }
}
```

Now, when Dafny calls swap, it does not care if swap is verified but only considers the
value of $t$ in its postcondition. If we assign $n = to - from$, then the partition loops backwards from $n-1$ (the distance between $r$ and $le$ decreases) to 0, starting with $t=1$ before the loop and counting 2 elementary operations in each iteration, there are at most $1+2*n$ elementary operations in partition.

We now add $t$ to quickSortRec body:

```daphne
method quickSortRec (a: array<int>, from: int, to: int) returns (ghost t: nat)
modifies a
requires a.Length>1 ∧ 0 ≤ from ≤ to ≤ a.Length
ensures QuickSortRecPosts(a[.], old(a[.]), from, to)
decreases to - from
{
  ghost var q := a[.];
  t := 0;
  if from < to
  {
    ghost var n := to - from;
    var r:
    ghost var t';
    r, t' := partition(a, from, to);
    ghost var n1 := r - from;
    ghost var n2 := to - (r+1);
    ghost var q' := a[.];
    ghost var t1 := quickSortRec(a, from, r);
    prove1(a[.], q', q, from, to, r);
    ghost var q'' := a[.];
    ghost var t2 := quickSortRec(a, r+1, to);
    prove2(a[.], q'', q', q, from, to, r);
    subSorted(a[.], from, to, r);
    t := t' + t1 + t2;
  }
}
```

Dafny naturally fails to verify the postcondition

```
ensures IsOn2(n, t)
```

To proof this postcondition we must derive from quicksort a function $f$, that upper-bounds the algorithm’s time complexity.

5. **Deriving the function that upper-bounds the time complexity** A quick analysis on the method results that the number of elementary operations in quickSortRec is the sum of the number of elementary operations in partition ($t'=1+2*n$) and the number of elementary operations in quickSortRec of each part of the array between from and to (size $n$) minus the pivot in location $r$. Therefore, the size of the inputs to both recursive
calls is \( n-1 \). As we did superficially at the beginning of this section, the \( qtime \) lemma proves thoroughly; the recursion tree results a sum of natural numbers to \( n-1 \), and that if \( n_1 \) and \( n-1=n_1+n_2 \), the sum of natural numbers to plus the sum of natural numbers to \( n_2 \) is at most the sum of natural numbers to \( n-1 \). It is multiplied by 3 because the cost of the partition.

**lemma** \( qtime(n: \text{nat}, n1: \text{nat}, n2: \text{nat}) \)

- **requires** \( n \geq 1 \land n_1 + n_2 = n-1 \)
- **ensures** \( 3 \cdot \text{APSum}(n_1) + 3 \cdot \text{APSum}(n_2) \leq 3 \cdot \text{APSum}(n-1) \)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{calc} \{ \\
\quad \text{APSum}(n-1) ; \\
\quad = \{ \text{Gauss}(n-1) ; \} \\
\quad \quad = (n-1) \cdot n / 2 ; \\
\quad = (n-1) \cdot (n-1) + (n-1) / 2 ; \\
\quad = \{ \text{Gauss}(n1) ; \text{Gauss}(n2) ; \} \\
\quad \quad = (n1+n2) \cdot (n1+n2) + (n1+n2) / 2 ; \\
\quad \geq (n1 \cdot n1 + n2 \cdot n2 + n2 \cdot n2 + n1+n2) / 2 ; \\
\quad \geq (n1 \cdot (n1+1) / 2 + (n2 \cdot (n2+1) / 2) ; \\
\quad \geq \{ \text{Gauss}(n1) ; \text{Gauss}(n2) ; \} \\
\quad \quad \text{APSum}(n1) + \text{APSum}(n2) ; \\
\} \\
\text{assert} \text{APSum}(n1) + \text{APSum}(n2) \leq \text{APSum}(n-1) ; \\
\text{assert} 3 \cdot \text{APSum}(n1) + 3 \cdot \text{APSum}(n2) \leq 3 \cdot \text{APSum}(n-1) ; \\
\}
\]

Now we can declare that the number of elementary steps in \( quickSortRec \) is bounded by:

\[
3 \cdot \sum_{k=1}^{n} k = 3 \cdot \frac{n(n+1)}{2} \tag{5.2}
\]

We add the lemma \( Gauss \) and a function \( \text{APSum} \) which have been used with \( \text{inversionSort} \) and imported from the \( \text{SortHelpers} \) module to define this sum. Now \( quickSortRec \) is complete with a bounding function:

**method** \( quickSortRec(a: \text{array<int>}, \text{from: int, to: int}) \text{ returns (ghost t: nat)} \)

- **modifies** \( a \)
- **requires** \( a.\text{Length} > 1 \land 0 \leq \text{from} \leq \text{to} \leq a.\text{Length} \)
- **ensures** \( \text{QuickSortRecPosts}(a[\ldots] , \text{old}(a[\ldots]) , \text{from}, \text{to}) \)
- **ensures** \( t \leq 3 \cdot \text{APSum}(\text{to-from}) \)
- **decreases** \( \text{to} - \text{from} \)
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{ 
    ghost var q := a[..];
    t := 0;
    if from<to
    {
        ghost var n := to-from;
        var r:
        ghost var t':
        r, t' := partition(a,from,to);
        ghost var n1 := r-from;
        ghost var n2 := to-(r+1);
        ghost var q' := a[. .];
        ghost var t1 := quickSortRec(a,from,r);
        prove1(a[. .],q',q,from,to,r);
        ghost var t1' := a[. .];
        ghost var t2 := quickSortRec(a,r+1,to);
        prove2(a[. .],q',q,from,to,r);
        subSorted(a[. .],from,to,r);
        t := t' + t1 + t2;
        qtime(n,n1,n2);
        Gauss(n);
    }
}

And if we add it to the main method:

method quickSort(a: array<int>) returns (ghost t: nat) modifies a 
ensures SortPosts(a[..], old(a[..])) 
ensures IsOn2(a.Length, t) 
{
    t := 1;
    if a.Length > 1
    {
        ghost var t1 := quickSortRec(a,0,a.Length);
        t := t+t1;
        Gauss(a.Length);
    }
    On2Proof(a.Length, t);
}

Now the upper bounding function of quick sort is \( f(n) = 1 + 3 \times \frac{n(n+1)}{2} \)

Proving the function belongs to the target complexity class Dafny still fails to verify the postcondition IsOn2, since it has not yet proven that \( f(n) = 1 + 3 \times \frac{n(n+1)}{2} \) is of \( O(n^2) \).

For this proof, we implement quadraticCalcLemma explicitly to this definition of \( f \):

function f(n: nat) : nat 
{ 
    1+3*(n*(n+1)/2) 
}
lemma quadraticCalcLemma(n: nat) returns (c: nat, n0: nat)
ensures IsQuadraticFrom(c, n0, f)
{
    calc ⇐ { 
        f(n) ≤ c*n*n;
    }
    if n>0 
    {
        calc ⇐ {
            f(n) ≤ 1+3*(n*(2*n)/2) ≤ c*n*n;
            f(n) ≤ 1+3*(n*(2*n)/2) = 1+3*n*n ≤ c*n*n;
            f(n) ≤ 1+3*(n*(2*n)/2) = 1+3*n*n ≤ 4*n*n ≤ c*n*n;
            (c=4 ∧ n0=1 ∧ n0≤n) ∧ (f(n) ≤ 1+3*(n*(2*n)/2) = 1+3*n*n ≤ 4*n*n ≤ c*n*n);
        }
        c, n0 := 4, 1;
    }
}

This lemma works through the steps that are required to infer proper c, n0 for f(n) = 1+3*\frac{n(n+1)}{2}. Since this lemma ensures that f is quadratic, the conditions of the On2Proof lemma now hold.

Step 7. Integrating the time complexity elements with the code Finally, the functionally and time complexity verified version of the algorithm is complete. As in the first example, quickSort and insertionSort are implemented as a refinement of QuadraticProofInterface. That allows us to implement the explicit f and quadraticCalcLemma for each algorithm.

5.3 Example 3: Powerset Size

The powerset is a set which includes all the subsets of a set. All subsets include the empty set and the original set itself. If set A = x,y,z is a set, then all its subsets, x, y, z, x,y, y,z, x,z and x,y,z are the elements of the powerset of, such as:

\[ P(A) = \{\{\}, \{x\}, \{y\}, \{z\}, \{x, y\}, \{y, z\}, \{x, z\}, \{x, y, z\}\} \] (5.3)

where P(A) denotes the powerset. We implement an iterative algorithm for generating the powerset of the set s of size n. The implementation consists of outer and inner loops. The outer loop iterate trough the set's elements; for each element elem, the inner loop iterates through the so far generated subsets in the returned powerset. For each subset
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subs, we create a new subset which is the union between \{elem\} and subs. A superficial analysis results that every iteration of the outer loop doubles the subsets’ number in the powerset. Since the number of iteration is the number of elements in the original group, the number of subsets in the powerset is $2^n$. This analysis leads us to the conclusion that the size of the powerset is $2^n$.

Next, we elaborate on the implementation of powerset with the help of our methodology and modulization.

1. Defining big-\(O\) notation: Since the definitions of \(O(2^n)\) exist, we wrap them in a module that would be reused for all the exponential algorithms. Since we must use the \(Power\) function to define them, we create two modules. A module for \(Power\) and power oriented rules and a module for the big-\(O\) notation.

module PowerRules
{
    function Power(n: nat, c: nat): nat
        decreases c
    {
        if c=0 then 1 else if n=0 then 0 else n * Power(n,c−1)
    }

    lemma mul_inequality(x: nat, y: nat)
        requires x ≤ y;
        ensures ∀ z: nat • x*z ≤ y*z;
    {}

    lemma powerMono (x: nat, y: nat)
        requires y≥x>0
        ensures ∀ n: nat • Power(n,y)≥Power(n,x)
        decreases x, y
    {
        if (x≠1 ∧ y≠1) { powerMono(x−1,y−1); }
    }

    function method PowerCalc(n: nat, c: nat): nat
        requires n>0
        ensures PowerCalc(n,c) = Power(n,c)
        ensures PowerCalc(n,c) ≥ 1
        decreases c
    {
        if (c=0) then 1 else n * PowerCalc(n,c−1)}
}

module ExpNotation
{
    import opened PowerRules

    predicate IsOExpn (n: nat, t: nat)
    {
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For creating the non-specific function and lemmas for exponential proofs, we use an abstract module, which uses the `ExpNotation` and `PowerRules` modules:

```plaintext
abstract module ExpProofInterface
{
  import opened ExpNotation
  import opened PowerRules
  function f(n: nat) : nat
  lemma expCalcLemma(n: nat) returns (c : nat, n0: nat)
    ensures IsExpoFrom(c,n0,f)
  lemma OExpnProof(n: nat, t: nat)
    requires t≤f(n)
    ensures IsOExpn(n,t)
  }

2. Specifying the functional and returned value size requirements for the Algorithm Declaration: We define a module for the powerset size interface:

```plaintext
abstract module PowerSetSizeInterface refines ExpProofInterface
{
  method powersetSize(s: set<int>)
    returns (powers: set<set<int>>)
    ensures IsPowerSet(s,powers)
    ensures IsOExpn(|s|,|powers|)
  }

For the definition, creation, and verification of powerset, we need to specify several terms. These terms composed to a module:
module PowerSetHelpers
{
    function method PowerSetFunc<T>(s: set<T>): set<set<T>)
        ensures \forall subs: set<T> • subs in PowerSetFunc(s) \implies subs \subseteq s
        ensures \forall subs: set<T> • subs \subseteq s \implies subs in PowerSetFunc(s)
        {
            idLemma(s);
            set subset: set<T> | subset \leq s \land subset=Id(subset)
        }

    lemma idLemma<T>(s: set<T>)
        ensures \forall subs: set<T> • subs \leq s \implies subs=Id(subs)
    {}

    function method Id<T>(x: T): T
    {
        x
    }

    predicate IsPowerSet<T>(s: set<T>, powers: set<set<T>)
    {
        PowerSetFunc(s)= powers
    }

    lemma onlyOne<T>(emp : set<T>)
        requires emp={} \land emp in PowerSetFunc(emp) \land \neg \exists elem • NotEmp(elem) \land elem \leq emp
        ensures PowerSetFunc(emp) = {{}};
        {
            assert \forall elem • NotEmp(elem) \implies elem \notin PowerSetFunc(emp);
        }

    predicate NotEmp<T>(x: set<T>)
    {
        x\neq{}
    }
}

This implementation uses Dafny’s sets [Rea20d]. The function method PowerSetFunc generates a powerset according to the powerset definition. It uses IDLemma an ID function for Dafny’s triggers to the forall and exist expressions. The IsPowerSet function is for verifying the algorithm’s postcondition. The onlyOne lemma proves that a powerset of the empty set is a set with one element - the empty set and the NotEmp is for verifying a nonempty set.

Next we present steps 3-5 which are implemented in the module :

module PSSize refines PowerSetSize
{[...]}
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The method’s body is:

```plaintext
var s_iter := s;
powers := {{}};
ghost var s_diff := {};
onlyOne(s_diff);
while (s_iter ≠ {})
    invariant PSOuter(s, s_diff, s_iter, powers)
    invariant |powers| = Power(2, |s_diff|)
    decreases s_iter
    {
        var elem : | elem in s_iter;
        var powers_in := {};
        var powers_iter := powers;
        ghost var powers_diff := {};
        while (powers_iter ≠ {})
            invariant PSInner(powers, powers_diff, powers_iter, powers_in, s_diff, elem)
            decreases powers_iter
            {
                var subs : | subs in powers_iter;
                powers_diff := powers_diff + {subs};
                powers_in := powers_in + {subs + {elem}};
                powers_iter := powers_iter − {subs};
            }
        ghost var s_diff ′ := s_diff;
        s_diff := s_diff + {elem};
        powers := powers + powers_in;
        psLemma1(s_diff ′, powers_diff, s_diff, PowerSetFunc(s_diff), powers, elem);
        s_iter := s_iter − {elem};
    }
OExpnProof(|s|, |powers|);
```

Since we use sets, the outer loop iteration is implemented with s_iter - a copy of s and s_diff - an empty set. Each iteration we choose an element from s_iter using the -: operator, which implicates for ‘such as’. We remove the element from s_iter, and add it to s_diff. The variable s_diff is used to store the elements we already handled, for measuring the size of the powerset powers so far. the outer loop terminates when s_iter is empty.

The inner loop is implemented with the same concept using the variables powers_iter a copy of powers, and powers_diff an empty set. Each inner loop iteration create a new subset adding the outerloop chosen element to the inner loop chosen subset. the new set stored in powers_in, which is united to powers in the end of the outer iteration.

The inner loop invariant ensures that PSInner

```plaintext
predicate PSInner<T>(powers: set<set<T>>, powers_diff: set<set<T>>) ,
```
ensures that in each iteration `powers_iter`, `powers_diff` and `powers_in` contain the subsets as required in the previous paragraph, and that the sizes of the size of the new subsets stored in `powers_in` is equal to the size of the size of the handled subsets in `powers_diff`. Hence, in the end of the inner loop `powers` and `powers_diff` are the same set and `powers` is equal by size to `powers` but have no elements in common. This indicated that when the operation `powers := powers + powers_in` is performed, `powers` size equals twice of it’s old size, therefore the derivation of the bounding function of the size of powerset results $2^{|s_{diff}|}$. The lemmas `psLemma1` and `psLemma2`
prove that powers is the powerset of the so far handled elements stored in s_diff. The
outer loop invariant PSOuter

predicate PSOuter<T>({s: set<T>, s_diff: set<T>, s_iter: set<T>,
powers: set<set<T>>, powers': set<set<T>>) {
{ s_iter ≤ s ∧ {} ≤ s_diff ≤ s 
∧ IsPowerSet(s_diff,powers) ∧ s_diff = s − s_iter
}

ensures that in each iteration s_iter and s_diff contain the elements as required in the
previous paragraph, and that powers is the powerset of the so far handled elements stored
in s_diff. The loop invariant —powers— == Power(2,—s_diff—) ensures that the size of
the powerset of the so far handled elements is $2^{|s_diff|}$.

6 Proving the function belongs to the target complexity class If we assign $|s| = n$ it
has not yet proven to Dafny that $f(n) = 2^n$ is of $O(2^n)$. For this proof, we implement
expCalcLemma explicitly to this definition of $f$:

lemma expCalcLemma(n: nat) returns(c: nat, n0: nat)
  ensures IsExpoFrom(c, n0, f)
{
  calc <=
  f(n) ≤ Power(2, Power(n, c));
}  
c, n0 := 1,1;
explem1aHem1(c, n0);
  assert ∀ k: nat • f(k) ≤ Power(2, k);
}  
lemma expLedmaHelper1 (c: nat, n0: nat)
This lemma works through the steps that are required to infer proper $c$, $n0$ for $f(n) = 2^n$. Since this lemma ensures that $f$ is exponential, the conditions of the $OExpnProof$ lemma now hold.

Step 7. *Integrating the time complexity elements with the code* Finally, the functionally and the return value size verified version of the algorithm is complete. As in the previous examples, `powerset` and the recursive Fibonacci are implemented as a refinement of `ExpProofInterface`. That allows us to implement the explicit $f$ and `expCalcLemma` for each algorithm.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we discuss related work, in two aspects of our work; Software verification of time complexity and teaching with the use of formal verification. we conclude the thesis and discuss our contribution and further work.

6.1 Related Work

Formalization of teaching mathematics through formal verification by computers is introduced and researched in [BCM19], [Yan20]. The presented work in [BCM19] experiments on formalizing mathematical proofs using the Lean theorem prover [AMK17]. The experiment concludes that mathematicians with no computer science training can become proficient users of a proof assistant using formal verification. [Yan20] also presented an approach for teaching the material of a basic Logic course to undergraduate Computer Science students, tailored to the unique intuitions and strengths of this cohort of students. Our approach supports this objective and lifts it to more practical levels; by teaching the mathematics behind a complexity class and the methodology of proving that an algorithm belongs to the complexity class.

The use of formal methods in software development education is described, for example, in [CD15] and [Mor16]. Both approaches are dedicated to verifying functional correctness while our approach can illustrate the time complexity of algorithms to developers.

A verification of binary search that includes time complexity verification VeriFun [WS03b] has been demonstrated in [WS03a]. Since VeriFun is a semi-automated system
for verifying statements about programs written in a functional programming language, the loop’s binary search implementation was written recursively. In our work, we use Dafny, which supports procedural and functional implementation.

The functional and time complexity analysis approach is presented in [WWC17], which is focused on creating a designated functional language. This approach applies only to functional programming implementation of algorithms. Since our approach using Dafny, we can generate the desired algorithm for several languages.

The motivation and concepts of the work of Gu’eneau, Pottier, and Chargu’eraud ([Gué19], [CP19], [GCP18]) are similar to ours: enabling robust and modular proofs of asymptotic complexity bounds along with their functional correctness. The methodology is built on specifying the intended behavior of a program, proving a theorem relating concrete code to the specification, and using the proof assistant Coq [BC04], [McC+18] to mechanically check every step of the proof. This methodology is based on the Coq proof assistant; it is highly expressive, requires more expertise in verification and less automated [LP13]. Coq can automatically extract executable programs from specifications to OCaml, which is functional and imperative, but the Coq specifications must be purely functional. Our methodology is based on Dafny, which supports functional and imperative programs [FGL18]. Furthermore, Dafny’s program verifier is more automated than Coq [Kal+19] and provides the platform to write a verified version of an algorithm, including the implementation, the functional verification, and the time complexity in the same method. The target audience of our methodology is computer science students and algorithms developers. This audience is not necessarily an expert in verification, so we must provide a tool that can be easily assimilated.

The approach and methods presented in [McC+18] are based on the Coq proof assistant as well. The proof obligations establish the correctness of the functions and establish a basic running time result, but not an asymptotic one in terms of big-$O$.

In [ZH18] a framework for verifying asymptotic time complexity of imperative programs is presented. It is done by extending Imperative HOL and its separation logic with time credits. The authors have stated that part of their future work goals is to include
reasoning about while and for loops (both functional correctness and time complexity) and build a single framework in which all deterministic algorithms typically taught in the undergraduate study can be verified straightforwardly. Our work fulfills both of these goals.

The methods of work in \cite{Gué19}, \cite{CP19}, \cite{GCP18}, \cite{McC+18}, \cite{ZH18} presented above, implemented with proof assistants. As we mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, Dafny, as an auto-active program verifier \cite{LM10b} provides automation by default, and the interaction with such a verifier happens at the level of the programming language, which has the advantage of being familiar to the programmer.

A use of a powerful tool for termination analysis and extending its approach for complexity analysis is demonstrated in \cite{FG17}. This approach is limited to Java programs, has a steep learning curve, and involves more off-the-shelf solvers.

An approach for complexity analysis derived from modern architecture design is presented in \cite{GMC09}. This approach is focused on yielding a bound on the total number of loop iterations of a respective program, with no reference to asymptotic analysis, which is essential to assimilate algorithm design methods to developers.

6.2 Conclusion

This thesis has presented methods for calculating, verifying, and exposing information about the algorithm’s nonfunctional properties as part of its specification. The focus of the thesis is on asymptotic runtime. In addition, we have also demonstrated how we use this methodology to measure a powerset size. We formally defined big-$\mathcal{O}$ for linear, logarithmic, quadratic, and exponential notations and presented implementations for algorithms of each notation verified algorithm, functionally, and the specified time complexity. We have determined a methodology and demonstrated the effectiveness of implementing its steps on each of the presented algorithms and complexity classes.

The examples we chose are algorithms commonly taught in computer science courses such as data structures, computing, and complexity. The methodology presented in this thesis may be part of a new approach to teaching these courses; through formal
verification and not only based on pen and paper proofs. This teaching approach can make the homework assignments grading process more efficient; today, these assignments are submitted in writing, hence checking them must be performed manually. It sometimes requires hiring another person, specifically for this job, since the lecturer is not always available to do this work. This person must be qualified in the studied profession and available for this time consuming but not a well-paid job, which is very hard to find. Our approach enables us to automate part of the process.

This thesis is also explores the possibility of exposing nonfunctional properties as part of an algorithm’s API. These features can extend the effectiveness of modern development methods based on microservices and serverless architectural design patterns to the next level; not only the developer gets all the functional information through APIs, but also nonfunctional information as time complexity is enabled.

Our initial investigations showed that this methodology could be adjusted to other algorithms. Algorithms such as BFS, DFS, and mergesort with the respective complexity classes $O(n+m)$ and $n\log(n)$, These algorithms can be implemented with the same methodology guidelines, but requires more effort from the user.

Implementing the asymptotic of time complexity and output size, as demonstrated with the powerset algorithm, could suggest that an implementation for space complexity is applicable using the same methodology. However, the challenge in space complexity is mostly in how to measure it and verify the size correctly; for example, the space of a variable can change several times inside the body of a loop, but the loop invariant verifies its condition only in the beginning and end of each iteration.

A more ambitious future work is the specification and verification of average-case time complexity, such as the quicksort average-case is $n\log(n)$. This work includes the definition and a methodology of calculation probabilistic time complexity.
Appendix A

About the Code

All the presented code is arranged in modules as we elaborated on Chapter 6. The code is available at: https://github.com/shirimo/thesis_files The content and references to the thesis is detailed in the README file: https://github.com/shirimo/thesis_files/blob/master/README.md
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